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General Studies Paper - I 
 

Topic: Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, Literature and Architecture 

from ancient to modern times. 

Q) What is gharana system? Discuss their significance and contributions of some of their 

proponents. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction:- 

 In Hindustani music, a gharānā is a system of social organization linking musicians or dancers by lineage or 

apprenticeship, and by adherence to a particular musical style. A gharana also indicates a comprehensive musicological 

ideology. This ideology sometimes changes substantially from one gharana to another. It directly affects the thinking, 

teaching, performance and appreciation of music. 

The word gharana comes from the Hindi word ‘ghar’ which is derived from Sanskrit for Griha, which means ‘house’. It 

typically refers to the place where the musical ideology originated; for example, some of the gharanas well known for 

singing khyals are: Agra, Gwalior, Indore, Jaipur, Kirana, and Pattiala. 

Significance of Gharana 

 AGRA GHARANA is a tradition of Hindustani classical vocal music descended from the Nauhar Bani. So far, 

Nauhar Bani has been traced back to around 1300 AD, during the reign of Emperor Allauddin Khilji of Delhi.The 

first known musician of this tradition is Nayak Gopal. The style prevalent then in the Gharana was “Dhrupad–

Dhamar”. Ustad Ghagghe Khudabuksh (1790-1880 AD) introduced the “Khayal” style of Gwalior Gharana into 

Agra gharana which Khudabaksh learnt from Natthan Paribaksh of Gwalior. Furthermore, the Khayal style 

of Atrauli gharana was added in the late 19th century. 

 KIRANA GHARANA:- In the 19th-century the kirana gharana coalesced around UstadMiyan Bande Ali Khan a 

player of the rudra veena. The gharana’s style was further developed, and established as one of the prominent styles 

in modern Indian classical music in the late 19th / early 20th centuries by the musicians Abdul Karim 

Khan and Abdul Wahid Khan. Abdul Karim Khan was an extremely popular musician, and was thus highly 

influential in popularizing the gharana. Some trace the gharana’s roots back farther to the 13th-century musician 

Gopal Nayak, a Hindu musician (of the dhrupad style) who later converted to Islamic Sufism and in the process 

assimilated the predominantly Muslim khyal musical style. 

The name of this school of music derives from Kirana or Kairana, a town and tehsil of Shamli District in Uttar Pradesh. 

It is the birthplace of Abdul Karim Khan (1872–1937), who was one of the most important musicians of this gharana 

and of Hindustani music in general in the twentieth century. A frequent visitor to the Court of Mysore, Abdul Karim 

Khan was also influenced by Carnatic music, and roots of the tradition can also be traced back to his great-

grandfather Ghulam Ali and Ghulam Maula, the brother of Ghulam Ali. 

 GWALIOR GHARANA: It is one of the oldest and the most elaborate Khayal Gharana. It is very rigorous as there 

is equal emphasis on melody and rythm. Although the singing is very comlplex, they still prefer to perform simple 

ragas. the most popular expounder of this Gharana is Nathu Khan and Vishnu Paulushkar. 

The significance of the Gharana system is that it:- 

 Allowed for evolution of music into various styles. 

 Produced several supremely talented musicians (eg: the Dagar brothers from the Dagarwani gharana) 

 Helped spread music into hitherto untouched areas. 

 Helped intermingling of established music forms with local traditions. 
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Q) With reference to the debate on the inclusion of Sanskrit as a compulsory subject in 

the CBSE curriculum, do you think it’s a right move? Discuss the arguments in favour 

and against inclusion of Sanskrit as a compulsory subject in schools. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The existing debate whether Sanskrit should be made compulsory part of curriculum shows that an unusually rich and 

scientifically developed language has not able to retain its acceptance in the land of its origin. Further supporters of 

Sanskrit argue that the language is more appreciated in other countries than India. 

Importance of Sanskrit language- 

Sanskrit is considered the most refined among languages. Its usability, as in its heyday, would span the vast arena of 

academic disciplines — math, physical, natural and material sciences, astronomy, medicine, astrology, philosophy, 

political science, literature and even the liturgical language of Hinduism, enabling interpretations of ceremonies and 

rituals. 

Many in India reject references to academic works in Sanskrit due to their uneducated perception that these are merely 

antiquated, unscientific academic concepts; they associate these with religious rituals. It is tragic that with time, treatises 

on astronomy and mathematical sciences written by luminaries like Varahmihir, Aryabhatt, Bhaskaracharya, etc., 

became simply instruments for making astrological predictions. 

Is including Sanskrit as a compulsory subject a right move? 

Arguments in favor- 

 By making it compulsory, it would lead to assessing the relevance, versatility and usability of Sanskrit as a career 

option for aspiring generations. 

 The ancient history, sociology, politics, culture, philosophy, etc., of India can be understood with some degree of 

authenticity only with the knowledge of Sanskrit. 

 In the fields of musicology and other performing arts, knowledge of Sanskrit is essential. Sanskrit grammar is 

mathematical, which makes this language scientific and computer-friendly. 

 Inclusion in school curriculum would generate the interests among the students about Sanskrit language and help 

in its spread. 

 By neglecting the great language like Sanskrit for over centuries, making Sanskrit compulsory seems the only way 

for preserving and spreading the reach of the language. 

Arguments against- 

 To know and appreciate ancient Indian wisdom, one does not have to learn Sanskrit. Just as, to read Aristotle or 

Plato, one need not know ancient Greek. Most great Sanskrit texts are available in English translation and in most 

of other Indian languages. 

 Forcing students to learn something does not work. It goes against every enlightened concept of education and 

individual choice. And it can only ensure that the student develops an antipathy for the subject. 

 Just having children study Sanskrit for a few years in school will achieve nothing. Even if student scores well in the 

exams, there is no guarantee that he/she will pursue the language in the future. 

 If Sanskrit is made mandatory, it will only be curtailing a student’s freedom and diminishing his/her joy of learning. 

Way forward- 

 Rather than making it compulsory and imposing it on the students, the efforts should be taken to promote 

awareness about the language so that interested students would move towards it. 

 Career options should be opened in Sanskrit so that more numbers of students move towards it through profession 

point of view. 

 According to the committee for the revival of Sanskrit language under N Gopalaswami former CEC, if Sanskrit has 

to become popular, textbooks of all subjects — science, mathematics, social sciences — should be in Sanskrit. 
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Q) How can India’s cultural heritage be leveraged for economic gain? Discuss the various 

ways and their merits. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction:- 

Cultural heritage is the legacy of physical science artifacts and intangible attributes of a group or society that are 

inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and bestowed for the benefit of future generations. Cultural 

heritage includes tangible culture (such as buildings, monuments, landscapes, books, works of art, and artifacts), 

intangible culture (such as folklore, traditions, language, and knowledge), and natural heritage (including culturally 

significant landscapes, and biodiversity). 

Cultural Heritage in India in brief:- 

 Culture and Civilization are used synonymously but there is a difference between the two words. While Culture 

connotes the beliefs, arts, mores, values, traditions, customs, food habits, religious beliefs and various behavioral 

traits needed to survive in a given geographical environment. In other words, the the environmental, social, and 

political forces shape the responses of a group of individual and the sum total of all the responses is defined as 

culture. On the other hand, Civilization represents the level of materialistic, intellectual and scientific achievements 

which the people of a given culture have acquired. However, both are interrelated and one leads to other. 

 The soil of India saw the growth of one of the oldest culture in the world – the Harappan Culture. Since then, 

number of incursion from northwestern part of the land took place. While many of the invaders came as looters 

and plunderers, others made India their home. All of these historical events had a deep impact on the Indian 

culture. The present culture of India reflects a collective heritage of the past. Undoubtedly, Indian culture is varied, 

rich and diversified with its own uniqueness. 

 Behaviour, communication styles, level of importance given to the people etc are in integral part of the culture. 

These habits, beliefs and behavioural traits are passed from one generation to the other as value system. These 

value systems remain unchanged for generations to come as they are deeply ingrained in ones cores. One of such 

Indian values is the treatment given to the guests in India. In Indian culture, guests are treated as gods and are 

served with great respect and reverence. Even a poor family offers food and drinks available at their home at the 

cost of passing the night hungry themselves. Similarly, elders especially mother and father are treated with great 

love and respect. Their presence is considered blessing on the family. And all these respect is not enforced upon 

the younger generations but culturally ingrained in their hearts and souls. The verses taken from Taitriya 

Upanishad describes everything about the treatment of guest, parents and elders – : matrudevo bhava, acharyadevo 

bhava, pitrudevo bhava, atithidevo bhava. The literal translation of the verse would bring out the sense that an 

ideal person should strive to “be one for whom the Mother is God, be one for whom the Father is God, be one for 

whom the Teacher is God, be one for whom the guest is God.” 

 In Indian culture, every human is respected irrespective of personal or professional relationship. Indians believe 

in “Jeev hi Shiv” or Life in any form is God.  Indians give and solicit respect equally from elders and youngers. This 

is not so in western cultures where there is equality in relationships and distinction in economic classes. Indians 

are known to be sensitive to other people’s problems. They are always eager to extend their helping hands to help 

to the people in trouble. Probably, this is the reason happiness quotient is higher in India in spite of economic 

challenges. 

Religions 

 India has given birth to some of the greatest religions of the world namely Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and 

Sikhism. These religions which originated in India are collectively recognized as Indian religions. More than two 

billion people follow Hinduism and Buddhism and this fact qualify them to hold the position of third- and fourth-

largest religions in the world respectively. The other religions like Jainism, Lingayats and Ahmadiyya faith also 

originated in India. 

 Hinduism is followed by almost 80% of the Indian people. Indian Muslims who practice Islam faith constitute 

another 13% of the population. This makes India abode of the world’s third largest Muslim population after 

Indonesia and Pakistan. Some of the religions which originated in India like Sikhism, Jainism and Buddhism have 

truly become world religions in the sense that their followers are widespread across the different countries. The 

followers of other religions like Christianity, Zoroastrianism, Judaism and the Bahá’í Faith are also present in India 

but their population is small. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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The History of India’s Culture 

 The study of ancient history and culture shows how rich and diversified is Indian heritage. The facts about the 

ancient Indus Valley Civilization leave one awestruck in terms of the logical and rational thinking and scientific 

outlook of the people. A number of cultural elements have been taken from the ancient culture. Town planning, 

agricultural farming, cattle rearing and dairy farming, use of burnt bricks, building of check dams, script, paintings 

and terracotta figurines, dressing and ornaments etc everything could be found in the ancient culture and many of 

them are in continued use till today. Similarly, religious beliefs, god worship, rituals and dances find their roots in 

ancient Indian tradition. 

 Indian culture is known for family values, societal bonding and respect for elders. India represents a colorful mosaic 

of number of people with their own culture, traditions, customs, values, languages, religious beliefs and cuisines. 

It is a melting pot of different cultures and the concoction produced henceforth is more beautiful than the individual 

cultural ingredients. This has been made possible because of high level of tolerance among the people which in turn 

is taught and transferred through Indian culture. Indian value system welcomes cultures from all the direction and 

gives complete freedom to propagate themselves on the Indian land. Indian cultural ethos believes in influencing 

other cultures and getting influenced at the same time from different cultures. The present India is a synthesis of 

all the good elements taken from everywhere which had the capability to influence and appeal to the logical and 

rational mind for peaceful coexistence.  

Attires in Indian Culture 

 Attires and dressings depend upon the climatic condition of a place and the cultural beliefs on the land. India lies 

mostly in tropical climatic zone and so the traditional outfits also reflect the dressing well suited to the climatic 

conditions. Cotton fabric is extensively used in India. They are not only light and soft but also comfortable for most 

part of the warm and humid climatic condition. Indian muslins are world famous for their lightness and comfort. 

Of late, cotton fabric is being mixed with others to give extra shine and durability. The fabric made of viscose, terry 

cotton; polycot and cotton silk are being extensively used in production of fabrics in India. In the temperate zones 

like the Himalayan region, wool and woolen fabrics are mostly used. A woolen costume called ‘feran’ locally is like 

blanket wrap worn over the normal dressing. The outfit is loose enough to keep a vessel containing burning charcoal 

inside it. The other winter wear in the northern hills of India are woolen shawls and cardigans. These are hand-

woven in the states of Arunachal Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh.  

 The attire that marks India apart from other cultures are Indian sarees which is the most elegant and versatile form 

for draping. Regional variation could be found to a great extent in the design, fabric and colors of sari. Bandhi 

printed sari of Gujarat are very famous for their radiant colors and small prints. In the south India, such prints are 

called ‘chungari’ sari. In some of the states, designs are made by doing embroidery works. 

 The saris from Kerala have their own unique designs. These sarees have beautiful prints in golden color and cream 

color and could be used with blouses of various colors. Similarly, navvari sari of Maharashtra is full nine yards in 

length and is generally based in green-leaf color. The color is symbolizes newlywed bride.  Rajasthan and Punjab 

are also famous for their gota and zari works which are sewn to saris and dupattas. 

 While saris are the traditional wear of the grown up women, the younger girls wear ghagra-cholis or its variations. 

In the south India, ghagra-choli are called ‘padavai’. The girls wear them generally with gold jewelry like neck-

chains and earrings. The ghagra-cholis have been modified for bridal wear as lehenga-choli-dupatta. These look 

very beautiful and elegant in the brides and many designers have tried their hands in designing and decorating the 

attire with their imagination. However, the use of salwar kameez in women is most popular in India. These are not 

only comfortable but also looks very elegant as it covers whole body of women. 

Values in India 

 Indian culture teaches many values which are passed from one generation to other through the process of 

enculturation. Lessons on human values, family values, societal values and values required for sustainable 

development is taught through customs, traditions, legends, folk tales, epics and is intricately interwoven in the 

religion. Some of the values which transcends the regional boundaries are respect for individual, women and elders. 

There is a value system which teaches to live in an environmentally sustainable condition. Probably it is India only 

where plants, trees and animals are worshipped. Indian people are god loving and god fearing people. They follow 

religion but at the same time create space for other religions to penetrate, grow and propagate. The values of 

tolerance, peace and co-existence make the core of Indian value system.  India has always been open to new ideas, 

innovations, scientific viewpoint, logics and rationality. Modern India believes in democratic values and equality 

of mankind. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Family Culture of India 

 In India joint family system is still prevalent especially in villages. A large family with number of relationships 

resides and eats at one place. The work responsibility is divided among the elders and the young ones in the family. 

There is an hierarchy in the family and the words of the elders are treated as commands. In return, the elders 

shower love and blessing to the young ones. However, due to urbanization taking place at a quick pace, the joint 

family system is gradually giving way to nuclear family where the husband, wife and their children live. However, 

the values and relationships remain the same in nuclear family also. The bond is maintained howsoever the 

distance is between the parents and the children. 

 Marriage is considered very important in the Indian family system. The whole family and society participate on the 

auspicious occasion to give blessing to the newlywed couples. India generally has patriarchal set up and so the bride 

comes to husband’s place after marriage. The love, affection and respect that she gets soon make her adapt to and 

adopt the new family. In India marriage does not take place between two individuals but between two families. 

 The festivals in India are a complete family affair. The rituals and customs to be followed are made in such a manner 

that the whole family participates in the celebration. On every festival praying and offering to god is customary. 

The family elders are respected and their presence is considered very auspicious for the family.   

Folk Dance and Music in India 

 India has a tradition of music and dance since historical periods. It is no wonder that Indian tradition of music also 

called Classical music is shaped by different gharanas and styles based on specific place of their birth or the 

originator of the style. Two of the most important styles of classical music are Carnatic and Hindustani music which 

has an historical continuity of thousands of years.  The classical music in India is the soul of all the art forms as it 

not only manifests the cultural heritage but is also spiritually alleviating. The other music forms prevalent in India 

include various folk songs, pop music, popular songs etc. The modern globalization process has definitely affected 

the Indian music and today all styles of music, both in vocal and instrumental, could be seen in India. 

 Similarly, Dance forms in India have also an historical root and so it covers a wide range of classical dances which 

started as temple dances in India. Later, representations in theatres helped in modifying these dance forms to a 

great extent. The modern interaction with the world has brought to India various other dances styles from different 

parts of the world. 

 Bharatnatyam is the most renowned dance-form of the South India. This dance had been kept alive by the great 

endeavours and efforts of gurus and the disciples. This traditional dance is respected as a religion and the followers 

do a lot of ‘sadhana’ to achieve mastery over it. The particular dance is usually performed with knees bent in a 

forward direction and uses various facial features to express the nine emotions of human beings or ‘Nav’ Ras. The 

face makeup and the attire used in the dance-form is very typical of this dance and supports the desired expressions 

by the artists. 

 Kuchupidi is a another form of dance from the South India. Kathakali of Kerela and Oddissi from Orissa are other 

very important traditional dance forms in India. 

 Indian music and dances are attached with the religion and the gods and goddesses. For example, Sarswati, the 

goddess for ‘learning and enlightenment’ is depicted as holding Veena, an Indian music instrument. Similarly, Lord 

Krishna is believed to be the best player of ‘Baansuri’ or flute. In the Hindu mythologies deities like Shiva and Kali 

are depicted to dance in utter anger which resulted in the demolition of all the demons. These themes became the 

basis for the Indian classical dances. Later various life events connected with Lord Rama, Lord Krishna and other 

gods and goddesses are the themes on which most of the Indian classical dances are based. There are other dance 

forms also practiced and danced at the local or regional levels. These are called folk dances. A few of the popular 

folk dances are Bhangra of Punjab, Garba of Gujarat, Ghumar of Rajasthan and Lavani of Maharashtra. In the 

recent times, the Indian film industry, popularly known as Bollywood, has adopted and modified a variety of global 

dance forms in India. 

Drama and Theatre 

 Theatre and Drama has been traditionally an integral part of Indian culture. The plays like Abhigyan Shakuntlam 

and Meghdootam were written thousands of years back by the famous writer, poet and playwriter Kalidasa’s. 

Kutiyattam of Kerela is credited with oldest remarkable theatre traditions which are still survived in India. 

Kutiyattam follows the rules of Natya Shastra strictly. The tradition was given a new lease of life by Nātyāchārya 

Māni Mādhava Chākyār who revived this tradition of drama from the point of extinction. Known to have mastery 
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over Rasa Abhinaya, he also started Kutiyattam with ancient plays written by Kalidasa, Bhasa and Harsha’s like 

Vikramorvaśīya, Abhijñānaśākuntala, Mālavikāgnimitra, Swapnavāsavadatta, Pancharātra and Nagananda. 

Painting 

 Rock paintings found in the caves of India from the pre-historic times are the earliest specimens of paintings in 

India. Some of the finest paintings could be found in the caves of Ajanta and Ellora, Bagh and Sittanavasal. 

Similarly, with the construction of temples to worship their deities, temple paintings also started. The themes of 

the paintings were mainly the religious beliefs, life events related with their gods, goddesses and deities. The love 

for nature also was made the basis for the paintings. 

 Similarly, paintings could be found on the walls of the houses, later, when the Indians started practicing agriculture 

and started a settled life. This could be found in the villages of India even till present times. 

 The continuation and reminiscent of the tradition is the custom of making ‘rangolis’, designs made by applying 

colored flours. Rangolis are a very common sight during the times of festivals. They are made outside the homes at 

their doorsteps, especially in South India. 

 Some of the beautiful genres of paintings in India are Madhubani painting of Bihar, Mysore painting, Rajput 

painting of Rajasthan, Tanjore painting and Mughal painting. Apart from this worli paintings of Gujarat and Orissa 

has also made its place in the recent times. 

Sculpture 

 Probably sculptures discovered from the ruins of the Indus Valley Civilization are the earliest sculptures found in 

India. During the period, a number of figures carved out of stone and bronze haven excavated. With the temple 

buildings, sculptures got a new impetus and some of the most intricate and beautiful sculptures were made during 

period. Figures of gods, goddesses and Buddha and Mahavira were sculpted and placed in the temples. During the 

same period temple carvings were done and huge temples were built with figure and themes carved on them. In 

some of the shrines like Ellora, the sculpture were not made on blocks and then joint together but were carved out 

of solid rocks only. 

 The northwestern part of India had a close contact with the Central Asian cultures. In fact, almost all the foreign 

incursions were made from that direction only and so a number of foreign settlements remained around the place. 

The settlers influenced the Indian sculptures to a great extent. There was strong presence of blend of Indian and 

Hellenistic influence. Greco-Roman influence could be seen on the eyes, forehead and the hairstyles of the 

sculptures produced during the period around the place. It was exactly the same period that Mathura style of 

sculptures evolved which used pink sandstone as the base material for making sculptures. Gupta period in the 

Indian history in 4th c. to 6th c. A.D. was the golden period in Indian sculpture making. Some of the finest pieces 

of sculptures and temples were made during this period. 

Architecture 

 Architecture in India is the result of both self-expression as well as imbibing of elements from other cultures. 

Historical developments had the direct impact over the architectural style in India. The settlers from new culture 

brought their own architectural style with themselves. They mostly mixed their own style with the existing Indian 

style to give birth to an altogether new style of architecture. And this holds true for all the period. Thus, what is 

evident in India is the phenomena of continuity and evolution. The earliest architecture is evident in the ruins of 

the Indus Valley Civilization (2600–1900 BC). There was a perfect planning for the town, the streets cutting at an 

angle of 90 degrees as is followed till today, use of rectangular bricks in making houses and a well developed 

drainage system. While these elements were continued in the following periods, new ideas regarding planning and 

building of houses were introduced in the later times. 

 During the Gupata and Mauryan period, the India saw not only the summit of political expansion but also pinnacle 

of cultural development including art and architecture. During these periods, a number of Buddhist structures like 

Ajanta and Ellora caves and Sanchi Stupa were built. These architectural monuments are masterpieces of their 

times. South India also developed their own architectural styles which could be especially seen in the various 

temples of the time. Belur’s Chennakesava Temple, Halebidu’s Hoysaleswara Temple, and Somanathapura’s 

Kesava Temple, Thanjavur’s Brihadeeswara Temple, Konark’s Sun Temple, Srirangam’s Sri Ranganathaswamy 

Temple, and Bhattiprolu’s Buddha Stupa are the speaking proofs of the designs, minute carvings on the stones and 

awesome human endeavour in building expressive of their grand architectural thoughts. The influence of religion 

and architectural styles on the foreign lands of South East Asia could also be seen in the temples situated at Angkor 

Wat, Borobudur and other Buddhist and Hindu temples built on their land. 
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 The influence of Mughal and British style of architecture was immense in India. While the minarets and dome 

shaped took over the building structures and new style resultant of combination with the Hindu style gave rise to 

monumental forts as seen in Rajasthan. Similarly, the forts at Fatehpur Sikri, Taj Mahal of Agra, Gol Gumbaz, 

Delhi’s Qutub Minar, and Red Fort of Delhi are sculptures of this era reflect the overtowering architectural 

specimens of the time. With the Britishers came the Indo-Saracenic and European Gothic style. Kolkata’s Victoria 

Memorial, the Victoria Terminus (Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus, CST) at Mumbai along with number of buildings 

in Delhi, Kolkata and Mumbai examples of British style of architecture. 

How it can be leveraged for economic gain? 

 Tourism constitutes majority part of the cultural heritage of India and hence promoting it would result in 

tremendous economic gains. For ex Forex earning via tourism in 2106 stood at 40000 crore. Following steps can 

be taken 

 Promoting various types of tourism like:- 

1. Religion: The following hold a great scope to promote cultural tourism 

A. Buddhist Circuits 

B. Sufism 

C. Melas like Kumbh Melas 

2. Architecture: 

A. Wide variety of temple across India 

B. Mughal architecture (Ex. Taj Mahal, Fatehpur Sikri ) 

C. Caves (ex Ajanta Ellora),other structures like Ashokan Pillar 

D. Gothic Architecture  

E. Lutyens architecture 

3. Spiritual Tourism 

A. Art of Living 

B. Isha Foundation and Other meditation and spiritual centres 

4. Health Tourism: Appealing to rich Indian tradition of Yoga and AYUSH 

5. Educational: 

Nalanda university as well book fests like Jaipur Lit Festivals which showcase rich legacy of literature in India 

6. Civilisational: Archaeological sites of Harrapan and Indus Valley Civilisation like Lothal, Ropar 

7. Indian Music: Both Hindustani and Sangam which has rich Indian cultural heritage. 

8. Cuisine: The diverse and delicious Indian cuisine that reeks of rich heritage in India 

 Heritage buildings everywhere utilize local materials; the skills to work upon these are in the local communities. 

Obviously, any conservation effort then has to source locally—creating employment and economic opportunities. 

“Make in India” objectives will thus be met by any well planned and implemented conservation effort while 

simultaneously creating an economic asset that continues to pay rich dividends for years to come. 

 Besides being used as hotels or museums or libraries, heritage buildings could also easily be adapted to serve as 

schools or clinics—lending economic value to local communities. 

 The cultural heritage like lifestyle, folkdances of Gujrat, Rajasthan attracts tourist and giving them real time 

experience through schemes like Bed and Breakfast will yield further gains 

 Bilateral cultural exchanges like India celebrates Nile river festival and Egypt celebrates ganga river festival, also 

the same is being done among Indian states like between Andhra Pradesh and Haryana which can promote 

exhibitions, fairs, exposure etc 

 Promotion and Advertisement in a more persuasive manner, refining Tourism courses like Indian Institute Of 

Tourism & Travel Management providing high quality tourist facilities like hotels, rest rooms  at different cultural 

heritage sites will help in spreading the word of best Indian services by tourist to attract further more tourist 
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 Natural heritage :- India have the 10 Natural UNESCO heritage sites that include the Rhino Site of the Kanziranga 

and Tiger reserves of the Sundarbans. There are many other such natural sites like Living root bridges of the 

Meghalaya and Backwaters of the Kerala which have potential to attract millions of tourists. 

 Promoting songs through digital media: availability of traditional and classic songs at digital platform make them 

in reach of everyone. 

 Online cultural extravagant of Indian paintings and embroidery with real life and 3D experience can boost online 

tourism 

 Leveraging on Indian strengths like Ayurveda, Yoga providing these facilities in special packages will not only 

rejuvenate and spread them across world but also benefit India with revenues and Forex. 

Merits of such a scheme: 

 MGNREGA: Local labour can be utilized to maintain the art and culture of that area, thus , giving them employment 

under MGNREGA. 

 Boost in make in india: If local labour is utilized in improving conditions of such sites, then a boost can be given to 

make in India. 

 Huge economic benefit: Huge benefit would incur in terms of economy by promotion of such schemes. 

 Soft Diplomacy: Festival tourism can actually enhance the image of Indian culture and plays huge role in 

International relations and diplomacy. 

 Preservation and rejuvenation of traditional Indian cultural heritage like Ayurveda, Yoga etc 

 

Topic:  Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the 

present- significant events, personalities, issues  

Q) Critically comment on Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi’s views on the caste system. 

(200 Words) 

EPW 

Mahatma Gandhi’s views can be understood from Gandhi’s personal practices with regard to caste restrictions and 

religious obligations; how community life in Gandhi’s different ashrams was organised, since it reflected the basic 

principles of Gandhi’s philosophy of life and can be seen as an extension of his own practices and some explanations 

that are generally put forward to clarify some of Gandhi’s writings in which he explicitly defends and validates caste, 

varna, and some of its restrictions. 

While Gandhi’s opposition to untouchability was consistent and uncompromising, his attitude to the caste system—of 

which untouchability was a morbid growth—seemed to be marked by a certain ambivalence in the early years after his 

return from South Africa. The Hindu epics had given him a romantic image of the varnashrama, in ancient India, the 

fundamental four-fold division, in which castes were the equivalent of trade guilds, and birth was not the sole 

determinant of status and privilege. It seemed to Gandhi that the system, despite its obvious faults, had served as a 

cushion against external pressures during turbulent periods; he wondered whether it could be restored to its pristine 

purity and adapted to the changing needs of Hindu society. This was the background of some complimentary references 

he made to the caste system, which are often quoted against him. It must, however, be borne in mind that all the kind 

words he ever said about the caste system were about what he believed it to have been in the hoary past and not about 

what it was in his own time. Closer acquaintance with the Indian social scene convinced him that the system was so 

flawed by superstition, ‘touch-me-not-ism’, social inequality and discrimination, that it was past mending. 

We can see a progressive hardening of Gandhi’s attitude to the caste system. In December 1920, he wrote, ‘I consider 

the four divisions alone to be fundamental, natural and essential. The innumerable sub-castes are sometimes a 

convenience, often a hindrance. The sooner there is fusion, the better’. Fifteen years later he declared that 

‘the varnashrama of the shastras [scriptures] is to-day non-existent in practice. The present caste system is the very 

antithesis of varnashrama. The sooner public opinion abolishes it, the better’. He suggested that all Hindus should 

voluntarily call themselves shudras, who were supposed to be the lowest in the social scale. He rejected the notion that 

untouchability was an essential part of Hinduism; it was, he said, a ‘plague which it is the bounden duty of every Hindu 

to combat’. In the 1920s, he had been prepared to defend taboos on inter-dining and inter-marriage between members 

of different castes as exercises in self-restraint. In the 1930s, he was denouncing any exclusiveness which stemmed from 

caste or local prejudice. ‘It must be left to the unfettered choice of the individual’, he wrote, ‘as to where he or she will 
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marry or dine. … If India is one and indivisible, surely there should be no artificial divisions creating innumerable little 

groups, which would neither inter-dine nor inter-marry.’ In 1946, Gandhi made the startling announcement that no 

marriage would be celebrated in his ashram at Sevagram, unless one of the parties was an ‘untouchable’ by birth. 

Gandhi’s reluctance to make a frontal assault on the caste system in the early years may have been a matter of tactics. 

In a conversation with the Hungarian journalist, Tibor Mende, in 1956, Jawaharlal Nehru recalled: 

I spoke to Gandhi repeatedly: why don’t you hit out at the caste system directly? He said that he did not believe in the 

caste system except in some idealized form of occupations and all that; but that the present caste system is thoroughly 

bad and must go. ‘I am undermining it completely’, he said, ‘by my tackling untouchability’. 

You see … he had a way of seizing one thing and concentrating on it. ‘If untouchability goes’, he said, ‘the caste system 

goes’, Nehru replied. 

 

Q) Discuss the contributions made by Jayaprakash Narayan to pre and post independent 

India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

 Jayaprakash Narayan (11 October 1902 – 8 October 1979), popularly referred to as JP or Lok Nayak (Hindi for The 

People’s Hero), was an Indian independence activist, social reformer and political leader, remembered especially for 

leading the mid-1970s opposition against Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, for whose overthrow he called a “total 

revolution“. His biography, Jayaprakash, was written by his nationalist friend and an eminent writer of Hindi 

literature, Ramavriksha Benipuri. In 1999, he was posthumously awarded the Bharat Ratna, India’s highest civilian 

award, in recognition of his social work. Other awards include the Magsaysay award for Public Service in 1965. 

The Patna airport is also named after him. 

Contributions of Jai Prakash Narayan to pre-Independence India 

 Jaya Prakash was a believer of the Communist school of thought. For him it was not enough that the nation attain 

political freedom. To him, the definition of freedom was freedom from hunger, poverty and ignorance. 

 Following the 1930 Dandi March, most of the top Congress leaders were arrested. Jaya Prakash immediately set 

up an underground office at Bombay to continue Congress work. He traveled all over the nation, printing, 

distributing and organizing secret meetings. 

 In the Nasik jail, he met politicians and reformers like Ram Manohar Lohia, Ashoka Mehta, Minoo Masani, P. 

Dantawala and Achyut Patwardhan. They all were impatient for freedom and agreed to steer the Congress toward 

the goal of socialism. Jaya prakash was released from jail in 1933. 

 In 1934, Jaya prakash and his friends formed the Congress Socialist Party under the Presidentship of Acharya 

Narendra Deva and secretary ship of Jaya Prakash himself. The group intended to function as the Socialist wing 

within the Congress party and aimed to make socialism the goal of the Congress. 

 In a book “Why Socialism?”(1932), Jaya Prakash explained why socialism would be right for India. He was 

adored by the youth for his idealism. 

 He was imprisoned by the British again in 1939 for his opposition to Indian participation in World War II on the 

side of Britain, but he subsequently made a dramatic escape and for a short time tried to organize violent resistance 

to the government before his recapture in 1943, And participated in Civil Disobedience Movement. 

Contributions of Jai Prakash Narayan to Post – Independence India- 

 The Socialists lost to the Congress in the 1952 elections. Nehru invited Jaya prakash to join the Cabinet. When 

Nehru could give no assurances on the implementation of Jaya prakash’s 14 point plan to reform the Constitution, 

the Administration and Judicial system, nationalize the banks, redistribute land to the landless, revive Swadeshi, 

and setup cooperatives, Jaya prakash refused the offer. 

 Jaya prakash believed that every village should be like a small republic – politically independent and capable of 

taking its own ecisions. It was a marriage of Gandhian-Indian concepts and modern Western democracy. His 

thoughful, well-researched and brilliant book, “The Reconstruction of Indian Polity,” won him the Ramon 

Magsaysay Award. 
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 After independence and the death of Mahatma Gandhi, Jaya prakash Narayan, Acharya Narendra Dev and 

Basawon Singh (Sinha) looked after the CSP out of Congress to become the opposition Socialist Party, which later 

took the name, Praja Socialist Party. 

 On April 19, 1954, Jaya prakash Narayan declared in Gaya that he was dedicating his life (Jeevandan) to Vinoba 

Bhave`s Sarvodaya movement and its Bhoodan campaign, which promoted distribution of lands to Harijans 

(untouchables). He gave up his land, set up an ashram in Hazaribagh, and worked towards uplifting the village. 

CONCEPT OF TOTAL REVOLUTION 

The clarion call for ‘Total Revolution’ was the last revolutionary quest of Jayaprakash Narayan. It is the only indigenous 

revolution in the post-independence era. Though a Sarvodaya activist, a revolutionary Jayaprakash could not remain 

indifferent to the crumbling of Indian polity. Corruption, manipulation, exploitation, social discrimination, 

unemployment and rise of authoritarianism provoked an old guard of freedom movement like Jayaprakash to launch a 

total revolution in post-independence polity.  

Meaning of Total Revolution 

On 5th June, 1974 addressing a mammoth gathering of 5 lakh people in Gandhi Maidan at Patna, he launched the 

revolutionary programme called Total Revolution. He defined total revolution as a combination of seven revolutions – 

 Social Revolution– Establishing equality and brotherhood in the society. 

 Economic Revolution– Decentralization of economy and making efforts to bring about economic equality by taking 

village as the unit of development. 

 Political Revolution– Ending political corruption, decentralization of  politics and making public partner by giving 

them more rights. 

 Cultural Revolution– Defending Indian culture and regeneration of cultural values in common man. 

 Educational Revolution– Making education occupation based and changing of education system. 

 Spiritual Revolution– Developing moral and spiritual values, and turning materialism towards spirituality. 

 Thought Revolution– Revolution in the way of thinking. 

Conclusion:- 

 Narayan spent the first 25 years of independence as the patron saint of lost causes: the Praja Socialist Party, the 

Sarvodaya movement, even self-determination for Kashmir. His most enduring contribution to the life of the Republic 

was the movement he led to unseat Mrs Gandhi, which provoked the Emergency. As the eminence grise of the Janata 

Party, the first non-Congress party to run the central government, he can take credit for catalysing the political forces 

that set in train the Congress’s political decline. Narayan also wrote several books, notably Reconstruction of Indian 

Polity. He promoted Hindu revivalism, but was initially deeply critical of the form of revivalism promoted by the Sangh 

Parivar. 

In 1998, he was posthumously awarded the Bharat Ratna, India’s highest civilian award, in recognition of his social 

work. Other awards include the Magsaysay award for Public Service in 1965. Narayan is sometimes referred to with the 

honorific title Lok nayak or ‘guide of the people’. A university (J P University in Chhapra, Bihar) and two Hospitals (L N 

J P Hospital in New Delhi and Jai Prabha Hospital in Patna) have been opened in his memory. The capital’s largest and 

best-equipped trauma centre, the Jai Prakash Narayan Apex Trauma Centre of the All India Institute of Medical 

Sciences, also honors his contributions. 

He was a crusader and visionary. No doubt critics have assailed him as a man with inconsistencies. Some view him as a 

Utopian thinker, an ideal dreamer and too liberal internationalist. His ideas on Sarvodaya and participatory democracy 

may be relevant for simple and small society, but can’t be applicable to modern complex society. His views on socialism, 

sarvodaya and total revolution bear testimony to his humanitarian goals. In post-independent Indian polity 

Jayaprakash’s call to the people was like that of charmer. He was a self-less dedicated revolutionary that mother India 

has produced. Vinoba Bhave said after Jayaprakash’s death that Jayaprakash considered himself only a “Lok-sevak,” or 

servant of the people. 
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Q) What were Dr Ambedkar’s views on cow protection? Why did he allow inclusion of 

prohibition of cow slaughter under the directive principles of state policy? Critically 

examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

 In 1948 Ambedkar published his book The Untouchables: Who Were They and Why They Became Untouchables? He 

also published an article titled ‘Did the Hindus never eat beef?’ from which his vies about cow slaughter becomes visible. 

His views:- 

 In The Untouchables: Who Were They and Why They Became Untouchables? He wrote: “In the first place, we have 

the fact that the Untouchables or the main communities which compose them eat the dead cow and those who eat 

the dead cow are tainted with untouchability and no others. 

 The co-relation between untouchability and the use of the dead cow is so great and so close that the thesis that it is 

the root of untouchability seems to be incontrovertible. In the second place if there is anything that separates the 

Untouchables from the Hindus, it is beef-eating.” 

 He went on to say: “The reason why Broken Men only became Untouchables was because in addition to being 

Buddhists they retained their habit of beef-eating which gave additional ground for offence to the Brahmins to 

carry their new-found love and reverence to the cow to its logical conclusion.” 

 Ambedkar, in an erudite article, ‘Did the Hindus never eat beef?’ said, “When the learned Brahmins argue that the 

Hindus not only never ate beef but they always held the cow to be sacred and were always opposed to the killing of 

the cow, it is impossible to accept their view”. 

 Ambedkar underlined, “That the Aryans of the Rig Veda did kill cows for purposes of food and ate beef is abundantly 

clear from the Rig Veda itself. In Rig Veda (X. 86.14) Indra says: ‘They cook for one 15 plus twenty oxe’. The Rig 

Veda (X.91.14) says that for Agni were sacrificed horses, bulls, oxen, barren cows and rams. From the Rig Veda 

(X.72.6) it appears that the cow was killed with a sword or axe.” “With this evidence no one can doubt that there 

was a time when Hindus, both Brahmins and non-Brahmins, ate not only flesh but also beef.” 

Why he allowed cow protection in DPSP? 

 Ambedkar was not much expressive about his views on the protection of cow per se. And his first constitutional 

draft too had no mention of ban on cow slaughtering. 

 He even didn’t favor the proposal of declaring the cow slaughtering as unconstitutional as was done for 

untouchability. He said that untouchability has been banned because it is a crime against human unlike the cow 

slaughtering which is a crime against animals. 

 Though later due to consistent pressure by members of constituent assembly he agreed to a constitutional 

compromise by which protection of cow was included as a DPSP under article 48 of the Indian constitution. 

 This article directs the state to endeavor towards a scientific and economic management of agriculture by 

prohibiting the slaughter of mulch and drought animals. The provision was inserted as a DPSP because Dr. 

Ambedkar believed that fundamental rights belong only to human beings and not to the animals. He was of the 

view that total prohibition on cow slaughtering would have violated a person’s RIGHT TO LIFE AND LIBERTY 

(article 21) and he found it unconstitutional. 

Conclusion:- 

SC too in its various judgments has upheld that total prohibition on cow slaughtering is not reasonable. And any ban on 

slaughtering of dead, incapable and non-breeding animals would be against general interest of the public. Thus a 

harmony too has been established between FRs and DPSP. 
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Q) What are the differences between the Indian nationalism and Hindu nationalism? 

Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:– 

Indian nationalism and Hindu nationalism are two different things. While the former is unconcerned with a person’s 

religious or cultural identity, the latter imagines the nation as an exclusive community of Hindus. 

The differences can be seen as :- 

 Indian nationalism is an umbrella term, inclusive of all sects, religions, races etc., contrasting with hindu 

nationalism as exclusive to hindus. 

 Indian nationalism is secular in nature considering religion is of no importance to nationalism, while hindu 

nationalism sees nation through hindu prism. 

 Welfare for all is the agenda for Indian nationalism and hindu nationalism propagates, welfare only if hindu. 

 Hindu nationalism contradicts the basic tenets of ‘nationalism’ by forgetting the shared history, that the country 

was built multiple sects who resided India. 

 Indian nationalism sees India as melting point of ideologies, while Hindu nationalism views it as quam, i.e., 

individuals of different community residing India. 

 Hindu nationalism will require a Ram Temple; Indian nationalism requires schools, universities and factories for 

employing the youth. 

 Hindu nationalism is exclusive and divisive, Indian Nationalism is inclusive; rooted in the issues of this world, and 

not the identity related ones. 

Conclusion:- 

Unfortunately Hindu nationalists have been raising the pitch around identity issues. Hindu Nationalism is expression 

of political and cultural thought based on the native spiritual and cultural traditions of historical Indian subcontinent. 

So Hindu-Nationalism per se in not wrong until it is anti-minority. But recent trends do bring apprehension among 

minorities which needs To be addressed and curbed. 

 

Q) Write a note on the contributions of Muhammad Iqbal. Do you think both India and 

Pakistan are adhering to his teachings and philosophy? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction:- 

Sir Muhammad Iqbal  (November 9, 1877 – April 21, 1938), widely known as Allama Iqbal was a poet, philosopher, and 

politician, as well as an academic, barrister and scholar in British India who is widely regarded as having inspired 

the Pakistan Movement. He is called the “Spiritual father of Pakistan”. He is considered one of the most important 

figures in Urdu literature, with literary work in both the Urdu and Persian languages. 

Philosophy of Muhammad Iqbal:- 

Iqbal stands alone in the post classical period of Islamic philosophy as a reviver of the discipline within the Muslim 

world.  He is the only Islamic philosopher to make a serious attempt at grabbling with the problems of modern western 

philosophy within an Islamic context.   His thought has been extremely influential throughout the Islamic world today.  

Iqbal introduces his notion of Khudi, or self.  Arising from a desire to awaken the Muslim Ummah and drawing upon 

inspiration from western existentialists like Nietzsche, and Muslim spiritual teachers he empowers the Muslim 

individual.  Beyond its superficial, and important, role as a motivator for Muslims Khudi embodies a deep philosophical 

concept prevalent throughout his philosophical writings. 

His letters and lectures depict islam as a religion as well as a political and legal philosophy. He professed tolerance 

towards other faiths as a necessity for a true muslim. However, he felt that Muslim society would not be able to blend in 

secular society not based on Islamic principles as its spiritual foundations would be weakened. Also, he rejected 

tolerance towards rebellious thought within Islam, like that of Ahmadiyyas. 
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Is it adhered in both nations? 

India is a secular country tolerant towards all religions whereas Pakistan is as an islamic state that recognises freedom 

of religion. India, on the other hand is largely peaceful and tolerance towards all faiths as professed by Iqbal is followed. 

However, few incidents of cow vigilantism and communal riots occur.  

In Pakistan, incidents of violence against non muslims and sects like Ahmadiyyas happen more frequently and its 

blasphemy laws are a matter of concern. This can be seen as an manifestation of intolerance in Iqbal’s teachings. 

The dichotomy towards tolerance in iqbal’s teachings is irrational, hence, it is necessary that the fringe elements of both 

the nations follow a path of tolerance towards all religions and sects within all religions and respect the individual right 

to religion. 

 

Q) What’s political philosophy? Discuss political philosophy of Dr Ambedkar. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Political philosophy- 

 Political philosophy, branch of philosophy that is concerned, at the most abstract level, with the concepts and 

arguments involved in political opinion. The meaning of the term political is itself one of the major problems of 

political philosophy. Broadly, however, one may characterize as political all those practices and institutions that 

are concerned with government. 

 The central problem of political philosophy is how todeploy or limit public power so as to maintain the survival 

and enhance the quality of human life. Like all aspects of human experience, political philosophy is conditioned 

by environment and by the scope and limitations of mind, and the answers given by successive political 

philosophers to perennial problems reflect the knowledge and the assumptions of their times. 

 Political philosophy, as distinct from the study of political and administrative organization, is more theoretical and 

normative than descriptive. It is inevitably related to general philosophy and is itself a subject of cultural 

anthropology, sociology, and the sociology of knowledge. As a normative discipline it is thus concerned with what 

ought, on various assumptions, to be and how this purpose can be promoted, rather than with a description of 

facts—although any realistic political theory is necessarily related to these facts. The political philosopher is thus 

not concerned so much, for example, with how pressure groups work or how, by various systems of voting, decisions 

are arrived at as with what the aims of the whole political process should be in the light of a particular philosophy 

of life. 

 It involves the study of topics such aspolitics, liberty, justice, property, rights, law, and the enforcement of a legal 

code by authority: what they are, why (or even if) they are needed, what, if anything, makes a government 

legitimate, what rights and freedoms it should protect and why, what form it should take and why, what the law is, 

and what duties citizens owe to a legitimate government, if any, and when it may be legitimately overthrown, if 

ever. 

Political philosophy of Dr Ambedkar- 

 He closely followed the teachings of the Buddha and philosophical schools that claimed to be inheritors of Buddha’s 

teachings. 

 His philosophical interest revolved around 

 metaphysical questions such as the nature of the self and being human; relationship of the self with the other; 

nature and consciousness; causality; human telos; human action and its consequences, etc; 

 epistemological questions such as modes of and approaches to knowledge; the problem of subject and object; 

intersubjectivity and communication; truth, interpretation and social practices; the nature of scientifi c 

method; and 

 ethical questions, particularly the relationship between morality and regimes of rights on the one hand, and 

societal values and human freedom on the other. Certain concerns of political philosophy such as justice, 

liberty, equality, community, democracy, authority, legitimacy and recognition were his lifelong pursuits. 

His philosophies on different topics- 

 Critical review of texts and historiography: Like many other Dalit–Bahujan thinkers, such as Jotirao Phule 

and Iyothee Thass before him, Ambedkar thought that it is important to reopen the question of interpreting texts 
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and approaches to history. He challenged the credibility of many books and advocated rational thinking while 

referring any historical text. 

 Human equality: For Ambedkar, human equality is an overriding principle and his writings advance some of the 

most complex arguments in defence of this principle: The ethical norm of human equality makes place for worth 

rather than birth; does not assign people to fixed slots in advance; enables struggle against dominance, and 

advances a level-playing field to all against social prejudices. 

Ambedkar was very critical of liberal democracy for its inability to institute equality in any meaningful sense, and 

sometimes thinks that the rise of fascism has much to do with the yawning inequalities in societies subscribing to this 

political perspective. 

He finds notions such as equality before law and equality of treatment inadequate to encompass equality, and suggests 

that equality means treating people as equals by factoring in the entire gamut of social relations they are subject to. He 

also feels that much of inequality is scripted by assigning people to stigmatised groups, and the voices of such groups 

and their demands are then made integral to considerations of equality. 

 State and democracy: State as an organised power that claims for itself sovereignty can be envisaged as an 

instrument of dominance but also as a collective resolve for the furtherance of a set of objectives. 

In the latter sense, Ambedkar thought that the state can be a civilising agency and a resource to undermine dominance. 

Since all resolutions could prove tentative, state as the collective power and resolve of the society need to be in place to 

ensure that the collective resolve is in place. 

It makes Ambedkar inveigh strongly against such propositions as the withering away of the state. The principle that 

should guard over the state is democracy. 

Democracy as a way of life charts a course independent of the state, redefining the scope and place of the latter. But 

democracy also contends against the pervasive presence of power in everyday life and transforms it into self-regulation. 

Ambedkar attempted to reformulate the idea of democracy, by trying to rescue it from the economistic binary of liberal 

and social democracy, and proposing it as the only defensible mode of public life appropriate for human dignity and 

equality. 

Democracy is not merely an institutionalised arrangement, which of course it is, but the only way of life befitting human 

fulfilment. It makes people reach out to others, and lets others reach out to them, thereby, bringing collective resources 

to bear on one’s striving. 

 Need for religion: Ambedkar affirmed strongly the “necessity for a religion” and quoted Edmund Burke, to say, 

“True religion is the foundation of society, the basis on which all true civil government rests, and both their 

sanction”. He rejected the liberal idea that religion is a private affair, but saw it as the anchor that holds a society 

together. He felt that religious ideals, in general, have a hold on mankind, irrespective of an earthly gain, that 

secular ideas never have. 

At the same time he distinguished between “true religion” and a false one. The former is based on “principles” while the 

latter appeals to rules and rituals. The former is centred on society and appeals to morality, while the latter is centred 

on the individual and makes morality an instrument of one’s purpose. A true religion cannot come in the way of man’s 

search for himself, dwarfing him against a transcendental benchmark. 

 Cultural question and social relations: Ambedkar did not endorse a position that there are two opposed 

cultures pitted against each other in India or elsewhere, although culture is widely employed as a mode of 

dominance and to sustain servility of large masses. 

Cultures are not seamless entities out there, but ways of life, beliefs, values and institutions that need to be revisited by 

foregrounding the human and the principles of equality, liberty, democracy and morality. 

Ambedkar thought that power is dispersed across the entire ensemble of social relations. It is manifest in everyday 

relations either in the way of directing a course of action or simply in the complex structures of everyday life, division of 

labour, access to resources and opportunities, linguistic usages, signs and symbols. “Religion, social status and property 

are all sources of power and authority” 

 The self and human agency: Ambedkar, taking a cue from Dewey initially and Buddha later, denied any 

essentialised conception of the self. We constitute ourselves, in a way, in and through the social world that we 

inhabit, through all the stimulations that we are exposed to and responding to them in turn. 
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A society can enhance or mar the prospects of human realisation. It can condemn people to the netherworld of 

untouchability or slavery, or open up the prospects of human fulfilment by letting people access its resources as equals 

and extending support in this endeavour through supports. 

Above all, there is a celebration of human agency and its transformative potentiality in Ambedkar’s writings.6 While 

social relations of oppression subdue and even deny human agency there are familial and community relations, protest 

traditions such as those inspired by the Buddha, Kabir or Phule, and even negative sociality that can prove a trigger not 

merely to inspire a person to act but precipitate collective transformative action. In this context, it is important to recall 

his advice to Dalit activism—“educate, agitate, organise.” 

 

Topic: The Freedom Struggle – its various stages and important contributors /contributions 

from different parts of the country. 

Q) Discuss the causes, consequences and significance of the Royal Indian Navy’s uprising 

in 1946. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction:- 

The Royal Indian Navy mutiny was arguably the single most important event in convincing the British government that 

it could no longer hold on to India. Stemmed from the demands for rights of navy soldiers it went to have consequences 

not even in Armed forces but on nationwide protests 

Causes of Royal Indian Navy’s uprising:- 

 The naval ratings on HMIS Talwar protested against the poor quality of food and racial discrimination by British 

officers.  

 There was a discontent against navy’s plan to use Royal Indian Navy in South East Asia. 

 The rising tide of nationalism had begun to affect the men in the naval forces too, apart from the general Indian 

populace. 

 The decision of the British to conduct the trial of the captured soldiers and officers of the INA, provided the needed 

spark. 

Consequences:- 

 The naval mutiny affected at least 20,000 naval ratings, as well as a number of ships and shore establishments, 

where the naval ratings engaged in a clash with their British superiors. 

 The working classes, and the nationalists in general, also supported the naval mutiny, and struck work in places 

like Karachi, Calcutta, and Bombay. The cities were virtually paralyzed. 

 The British were for the first time forced to adopt a conciliatory stance, and agreed to redress a number of 

grievances related to working conditions of the ratings. 

 It draw a widespread support from country side and from other places like Colombo, Aden and Bahrain. 

Significance:- 

 The far-reaching and widespread impact of nationalism was made amply clear. 

 In a way, it expedited the process of transfer of power, with the British understanding that the means through 

which they had India subjugated for close to two centuries, were now beyond their control. 

 Last, but not the least, the mutiny clearly portrayed an example of unity among the Indians, when it came to 

confronting the British, irrespective of whether one was a civilian or a defense personnel. 

Conclusion:- 

The naval mutiny of 1946 was indeed a watershed moment in the history of India’s freedom struggle, and it is our duty 

to remember the event as an example of supreme courage and sheer formidability, that was exhibited by the naval ratings 

against the authoritarian and despotic rule of the British. 
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Q) Discuss the contribution of Rajkumar Shukla to Champaran and national movement. 

(200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

2nd week of April (2017) marks the centenary of Gandhi’s arrival in Bihar to address the concerns of indigo farmers in 

the Champaran district. The foundations for the success of the Champaran satyagraha were laid by Rajkumar Shukla, 

the man who was instrumental in bringing Gandhi to the district but has not received the credit due to him in historical 

writings. 

Condition of Champaran in initial decades of 20th century- 

Despotism and exploitation by the planters was also an outcome of the inherent risk in indigo trade where the returns 

dramatically varied from year to year. Towards the end of the 19th century, the profits of the Champaran planter took a 

severe hit with the invention of synthetic dyes in Germany. The easy availability of a cheaper substitute forced the global 

market for natural indigo into a secular decline. Legal terms and debts had locked cultivators into long-term agreements 

with the planters, often for as long as 20 years. Now in the face of falling profits, the planters began to demand a heavy 

compensation to release peasants from the dreaded tinkathia agreement imposed on them. However, with the outbreak 

of the World War I in 1914, the German supplies were disrupted and Champaran indigo became exceedingly profitable 

for a brief period. Nevertheless, none of the new profits trickled down to the cultivator. Enmeshed in such an exploitative 

legal and social regime, the Champaran peasant had little recourse to justice. 

Early life of Rajkumar Shukla- 

Born on 23 August 1875, at the turn of the century, Shukla worked for a period of four years for the Bettiah Estate. 

Contrary to popular perception, Shukla was not always a penurious peasant. Living in the west Champaran region, he 

had a substantial money-lending business, owned a large number of buffaloes and cattle and was a cultivator of 20 

bighas of land in Belwa and Sathi. Shukla’s trouble started with his refusal to pay an illegal irrigation cess that was being 

extorted by A C Ammon, the English manager of the Belwa indigo factory. Ammon decided to teach Shukla a lesson that 

would act as a deterrent against further protests. Ammon’s lathiyal henchmen continually harrassed him and also looted 

and burnt down his house. A number of frivolous cases were filed against Shukla and fighting them took up a substantial 

amount of time and resources. In the process, as intended by Ammon, Shukla ended up in prison and his personal 

fortunes went into precipitous decline 

Contribution of Rajkumar Shukla to Champaran and national movement- 

 R Shukla tried to create concentrated efforts against the injustices of British. Unable to muster adequate local 

support for action, Shukla headed to Lucknow for the 31st annual session of the Indian National Congress in 1916. 

This decision had momentous consequences in the following year. 

 R Shulka, though faced the problems like language and communication barriers with Mahatma Gandhi, informed 

and made him aware of all the injustices done by British administration. 

 At the Lucknow session, the 41 year old Shukla was an incongruous figure. Amidst the many lawyers and zamindars 

who formed the official delegation from the Bihar region, Shukla was the lone person who was an “agriculturist”. 

 During the session, Shukla failed to persuade Gandhi to move a motion on the Champaran issue. Gandhi’s 

diffidence arose out of his personal ignorance of the facts of the indigo problem. In the event, a resolution 

demanding an official enquiry was passed and Shukla extracted a promise from Gandhi to visit Champaran and 

study the problem first-hand. 

 Independent of Gandhi’s activities, throughout the year, R Shukla constantly attended court and judicial 

proceedings in multiple locations. In order to create an atmosphere of fear and obedience, the planters often foisted 

criminal cases against recalcitrant individuals. Invariably, R Shukla was present in court to lend his support to 

these unfortunate individuals in their moments of hardship. 

 While Mahatma Gandhi was busy in conducting independent enquiry, R Shukla spent week mobilising the 

Champaran peasantry and exhorting them to join hands in a common fight. 

 In seeking redress for himself, Shukla quickly widened the meaning of his life’s work. In championing the cause of 

justice for others in a similar predicament, he became a lightning rod of the planters’ ire and paid a great personal 

price. 
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 The Champaran campaign was itself a short one and rapidly achieved its primary objective of the end of tinkathia. 

In an atmosphere of fear and oppression that ruled the land, the end of tinkathia was a major psychological victory. 

 Champaran continued to inspire later struggles in freedom and R Shukla being its pivot. 

Conclusion- 

Champaran was the pivot around which history turned and India was eventually liberated. The role of R Shukla should 

not be kept limited to just persuasion of Mahatma Gandhi to come to Champaran, but should be seen as one who 

courageously took decision to fight British administration and mobilized the local peasantry in this noble cause. 

 

Q) Discuss significance of the Champaran Satyagraha of 1917. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- Champaran, is a district in the state of Bihar. Under Colonial era laws, many tenant farmers were 

forced to grow some indigo on a portion of their land as a condition of their tenancy. This indigo was used to make a 

dye. The Germans had invented a cheaper artificial dye so the demand for indigo fell. Some tenants paid more rent in 

return for being let off having to grow indigo. However, during the First World War the German dye ceased to be 

available and so indigo became profitable again. Thus many tenants were once again forced to grow it on a portion of 

their land- as was required by their lease. Naturally, this created much anger and resentment. 

Many tenants alleged that Landlords had used strong-arm tactics to exact illegal cesses and to extort them in other ways. 

This issue had been highlighted by a number of lawyer/politicians and there had also been a Commission of Inquiry. Raj 

Kumar Shukla, a money lender who also owned some land, persuaded Gandhi to go to Champaran and thus, 

the Champaran Satyagraha began. Gandhi arrived in Champaran 10 April 1917 with a team of eminent 

lawyers: Brajkishore Prasad, Rajendra Prasad, Anugrah Narayan Sinha Ramnavmi Prasad, and others including 

Acharya Kripalani 

Significance:- 

 Oppression: It ended the long oppression of the peasant by the hands of planters in terms of forced cultivation and 

poor returns. 

 Assessment: A through assessment of the conditions was presented to the British. 

 Champaran Agrarian Act,1918:Based on the assessment, the legislation was made to protect the interests of the 

peasants. 

 Gandhi Proved: Gandhi hitherto, had not involved actively in grassroot activity in India, saw him gaining all 

attention due to success of the Champaran attempt to restore justice. 

 Team developed: It saw Gandhi adding to his team, powerful leaders like Kriplani, and Rajendra Prasad who later 

were his powerful itinerants. 

 Fact based fight: Gandhi here relied on collecting documentary evidence, from the exploited peasants, which helped 

him build a case for them, this proved that data based disproval of British policies have greater chance of winning 

 Denying Authority: Gandhi, when he landed in Champaran was asked to leave but he said he would court an arrest 

than leave, and went on with his task. This is a major initial example of civil disobedience and satyagraha practised 

first hand. 

 Satyagraha: Convinced people of the power of Satyagraha to counter injustice. 

 Future Struggles: Set the stage for future struggles that ultimately culminated into India’s independence. 

Conclusion :- 

Gandhi’s win in Champaran, made him a hero among the masses and existing leadership, who were already his admirers 

for his work in south Africa, so this set a stage for him to take batons of movement until its success. 
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Q) Examine the meaning and context of the term ‘pseudo-secular’, which is frequently in 

news.  Discuss the nature of context between secular nationalists and 

communalists during the course of the Indian freedom struggle. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Pseudo secular is a term propounded by the ideologues of Hindu communalism to delegitimise and 

deny the genuineness of secularism. The subtext is that secularism is only a veneer, or a cloak, put on to hide the reality, 

which is that of minority appeasement, or even more simply, of being pro-Muslim and anti-Hindu. 

In the Indian context, the term pseudo-secularism is used to pejoratively describe policies considered to 

involve minority appeasement. The Hindus form the majority religious community in India; the term “pseudo-secular” 

implies that those who claim to be secular are actually not so, but are anti-Hindu or pro-minority. The Hindu 

nationalist politicians accused of being “communal” use it as a counter-accusation against their critics 

Secular Nationalist: 

Freedom Struggle developed a culture, whereby seculars were considered as Nationalists , because of the following 

reasons: 

 Active participation in freedom struggle : Seculars took active participation in freedom struggle , due to which they 

were regarded as nationalist, because the concept of a nation had its core in oneness and development for all. 

 Worked for all: Their motto was to develop everyone, not on the basis of community , but based on what level of 

development is required by whom. 

 Fostered one religion: They propagated only one religion and that was nationalism, for them their personal 

interests were subjugated to general interests. 

Communalist: 

Since the freedom struggle , Indian Nationals rejected the idea of a HINDU RASHTRA , the fact was proved by the mere 

6% votes ,the idea of a Hindu Rashtra got. This developed a feeling that communalists are anti-nationals. Following 

points prove it:- 

 Passive participation in freedom struggle: The communists didn’t actively participate in the freedom struggle, 

which associated the term anti-national with them. 

 Loyalists of Britishers: Many communists were seen as serving the British for their individual gains. This lead to 

the feeling of anger among other locals. 

 Narrow thinking : The communists were seen as propagators of a very narrow thinking of community interest 

instead the nation as a whole. This lead to a stain on their image. 

 

Q) It is said that traditional water storage and preservation methods, especially of 

Bahmani kingdom, are said to have been effective in fighting droughts in the Bidar region 

of Karnataka.  Examine their features and reasons why they are effective in fighting 

droughts. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- Bidar is a hill top city in the north-eastern part of Karnataka state in south India. It is the headquarters 

of the Bidar District which borders Maharashtra and Telangana. It is a rapidly urbanising city in the wider Bidar 

Metropolitan area. The city is well known for its many sites of architectural, historical and religious importance. 

With the establishment of the Bahmani dynasty (1347), Bidar was occupied by Sultan Ala-Ud-Din Bahman Shah 

Bahmani. During the rule of Ahmad Shah I (1422–1486), Bidar was made the capital city of Bahmani Kingdom.The old 

Fort was rebuilt and beautiful madrasas, mosques, palaces and gardens were raised. Mahmud Gawan who became 

the Prime Minister in 1466 was a notable figure in the history of Bidar. Bidar remained under the Barid Shahi dynasty 

until conquest by Bijapur Sultanate in 1619. 

Ancient Karez System in the city have been recently discovered. The Karez (Qanat) is an underground network of 

aqueducts for water supply. The Bidar Karez, built in the 15th century, is more than 3 km (1.9 mi) long with 21 air 

vents. Underground canals, built to connect underground water streams, were meant to provide drinking water to 
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civilian settlements and the garrison inside the Bidar fort. This was necessary in a city where the soil was rocky and 

drilling wells was difficult. 

History of Kariz 

 The original Persian term for Karez is Kariz and the rest of the world has yielded many names for this system; like 

in North Africa it is called “Fugara”, “Falaj” in Arabia. “Qnat Romani” in Jordan and Syria, “Galerias” in Spain 

“Kettharra” in Morocco, “Kanjering” in China and “Kariz” in Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

 The Karez is found in 38 countries worldwide and of course most of these are concentrated in the Middle East 

region. Persia is known for the earliest known and documented Karez system. 

 The Muslim dynasties with ruling class descending from Persia or having influential connections with Persian kings 

may have invited expert engineers from Persia. 

 The silk route may have been the information highway to transfer the cultural and traditional knowledge. 

Introduction of Kariz in India 

 Karez system was built by Bahmani kings in 15th Century by the Bahmani kings in Bidar, Gulbarg and Bijapur in 

Karnataka and also in Burhanpur in Madhya Pradesh. 

 Kariz is nothing but the Underground canals, built to underground water streams which are meant to provide 

drinking water to civilian settlements and garrison inside the Bidar fort. 

 This system was necessary in a city like Bidar where the soil was rocky and drilling wells to accommodate drinking 

water was difficult. 

 It is believed that the Muslim rulers of Bidar, under the expert advice of Persian engineers followed Karez system 

by laying subterranean canals in the heart of the rock by widening the natural rift. 

 The Naubad Karez is estimated to have been constructed during the Bahmani Period (1347 – 1518 AD). The Karez 

was probably directed towards developing infrastructure for a village at Naubad. 

Features :- 

 

The Qanat system consists of gradually sloping, subterranean water tunnels carved into water-bearing permeable rock. 

The tunnels at Bidar are accessed by vertical wells dug at regular distances, providing access the water. The rehabilitation 
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and preservation of Bidar’s hydraulic system are initiatives that are particularly relevant today considering India’s 

concern with water conservation and distribution. 

This subterranean water tends to flow out as springs, wherever it finds an orifice. The Qanat or Karez system makes use 

of this property by constructing, ALONG GEOLOGICAL FRACTURES, a series of well-like vertical shafts, connected by 

gently sloping TUNNELS. Often, qanats are split into an underground distribution network of smaller canals called 

karez- that end in surface canals and pools. 

As the highland source is above low-lying destinations, the water drains by gravity. Thus, qanats have low operation & 

maintenance costs once built; furthermore, no pumps are required. Secondly, qanats allow water to be transported, with 

minimal evaporation loss, over long distances in hot, dry climates. Thirdly, this system is very little dependant on the 

level of precipitation, and is resistant to natural disasters such as floods. Fourthly, they control soil-salinity of the plains 

by consistently providing them with freshwater. 

 

Topic: Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country. 

Q) Do you think anti – Hindi agitations, which are sporadically taking place since 

independence in South India, are justified? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

 The Anti-Hindi imposition agitations of South India were a series of agitations that happened in the south Indian states 

during both pre- and post-Independence periods. The agitations involved several mass protests, riots, student and 

political movements in South India concerning the official status of Hindi in the state. 

The first anti-Hindi imposition agitation was launched in 1937, in opposition to the introduction of compulsory teaching 

of Hindi in the schools of Madras Presidency. 

Recent incidence:- After reports pointed to locations on milestones being represented in Hindi rather than English 

on NH 75 and NH 77 in Vellore, Tiruvannamalai and Krishnagiri districts, there was the expected sound and fury from 

various Dravidian political parties. This happened despite the fact that Tamil signs were more or less intact on these 

highways. 

They are justified on following grounds:- 

 The Constitution itself does not prescribe Hindi to be the sole official language of all states and its forceful 

imposition also goes against the practice of using both Hindi and English together. Also Articles 29 and 30 of Indian 

Constitution guarantees right to preserve culture and language to Indian communities.For regional languages art 

345,346,347 can also be viewed. 

 In the south, imposition of Hindi is regarded as an attack on the so-called ”Dravidian culture”, perceived by the 

people of the region to be at variance with the so-called ”Aryan culture” of the north, associated with the speaking 

of Hindi and its use. 

 The Union government must respect the concept of linguistic autonomy, according to which each state must have 

the independence to promote, use, and develop, its own local language, as a state language. 

They are not justified on following ground:- 

 Anti-Hindi agitations often lead to unwanted violence, destruction of property and chaos. 

 It is alright to fight for one’s own mother tongue, but often these agitations reach such levels where the Hindi 

language itself is rejected, with accompanying claims of the language being against their culture. 

 Most importantly, such agitations lead to the creation of centrifugal tendencies, unnecessary divisions, and a so-

called north-south divide. 

 More ever it threatens national unity, integrity and security by inciting the mutual hatred between otherwise 

harmoniously living linguistic communities. 

Conclusion:– 

 Anti-Hindi agitations, as long as they prevent the forceful imposition of Hindi, and attempts to replace the usage of 

languages like Tamil are acceptable. But, any kind of feeling of hate or prejudice developing among the stakeholders due 
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to such agitations is not acceptable, as such tendencies are a direct threat to the unity and integrity of the country, even 

if they promote linguistic and cultural autonomy. 

 

Q) In your opinion, what are the reasons for very low (7%) voter turnout in recent by-poll 

election in Srinagar? It is argued that percentage of voter turnout has been an indicator 

of for or anti – India sentiments in the Kashmir valley since independence. Do you agree? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- 

 After the higher voter participation in recent years in the Valley, the way the Srinagar by-election unfolded is indicative 

of a dramatic slide in the political situation. The killing of Burhan Wani, a ‘commander’ of the Hizbul Mujahideen, by 

security forces in July last year set off a new cycle of violence in Kashmir that does not seem to have ended to this day as 

stone-pelting is met with pellet guns. 

Reasons for low turnout :- 

 By-poll elections in JK are generally less participatory and people are found less enthusiastic about them unlike 

assembly elections which are seen as a negotiating channel between centre and the state. 

 A perceived increase in militancy in last some months due to the death of Burhan Vani and subsequent up rise in 

violence. 

 Use of pellet guns in retaliation of stone pelting has resulted in loss of many lives and loss of vision for many. Anger 

of which is expressed by staying away from elections. 

 Rising fear of life among people due to burning of election polls and ATMs made them to feel safe at home. 

 Ongoing debate on the transparency of EVMs in India too might have alienated people. 

 Inability and inefficiency of election staff :-Almost 70% of the polling booths in Budgam district were abandoned 

by polling staff due to violent protests in several areas 

Large voter turn outs have been referred as a mark of faith in the central government by successive ruling parties at the 

centre and any deviation from it as an indication of losing faith. But this argument is very roughly derived because 

usually there are many factors behind a low turn out. Like in recent elections low voter turn out is majorly due to some 

immediate reasons of insecurity rather than because of any anti-India sentiment. And only some exceptional areas have 

seen low voter turn out. In other areas it is normal. 

Conclusion :- 

The Srinagar election has put a huge question mark on the democratic process and the separatists – who may not 

represent all protestors – must certainly be feeling chuffed. Though anti India sentiments can’t be concluded with low 

voter turnout but deep feelings among people are definitely on path of being anti Indians if their grievances are not 

addressed soon. 

 

Topic:  History of the world will include events from 18th century  

Q) Critically analyse the nature of geopolitical and economic ambitions pursued by the 

USA, Russia and China in the post – Cold War era. Also examine where does India’s 

ambition fit. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

With the disintegration of USSR in the 1991, world order came to be dominated by USA at least for the next two decades. 

However with the rise of China and India in the Asia and revivalist tendencies of Russia have posed threat to American 

dream of domination. In such scenario world order seems to moving from unipolar to multipolar. 
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Geopolitical and Economic ambitions pursued by the USA, Russia and China- 

 USA- the two decades after the cold war clearly established the American hegemony over the world order. USA was 

in position to control almost all the geopolitical issues of the time. 2nd gulf war (invasion of Iraq) 2003, its war in 

Afghanistan (2001-14) were some of the examples of USA’s excessive interference in the other nations. In these two 

decades it worked tirelessly to maintain existing world order led by American interests.  Due to economic 

stagnation in European countries it has moved towards Asia-Pacific. It is considering china as a threat to its 

superpower status. Its policies like Pivot to Asia, nuclear deal with India, its hostile stance on South China Sea are 

desperate attempt to limit China’s rise. However hard it may try, USA will have to face stiff resistance from China 

in geopolitical and economic arena. 

 Russia- it took almost a decade for Russia to come out the ill consequences of disintegration. It was nowhere close 

to USA in terms of economic and military influence over the world order. However with the arrival of Vladimir 

Putin as a President, situation is changing. His goal is to restore Russian strength and prestige, if not to its erstwhile 

status, then at least commensurate with its material resources. Russia is trying to assert its influence and interests 

in the Eurasian and West Asian region. It has formed Eurasian Economic Union, forcefully occupied Crimean 

peninsula and is supporting Bashar Al Asad in Syria against USA. Russia is still aspiring to form world order in 

which it has greater say and control. Even though it is not closer to economic power to that of USA and China, it is 

still major military power and continuously exploring new markets for its defence exports. 

 China- with the dramatic rise of China in the last couple of decades, it has craftily altered the world order. It has 

abandoned its isolationist policy in geopolitical matters and is being seen as alternative to USA. China is relentlessly 

working to change the post-world wars global order dominated by USA. The steps to establish Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank (AIIB), New Development Bank (NDB), One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative are in the same 

direction. Its lead role in BRICS, Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) makes it leader of 2nd It has 

encountered USA in Syria and North Korea making it power to reckon with. Though China’s efforts are in the 

direction to create bipolar world it clearly want unipolar Asia. Its friendship with Pakistan is mainly motivated by 

Indian considerations. 

In such scenario India is facing uphill task in creating its own place in the global order. It moved away from the umbrella 

of Non-Alignment Movement post-cold war era. It has shown subtle precision in engaging with leading powers of the 

world at the same time. Unlike Russia and China, who have sought to reform and even transform the US-led order, India 

has been quite content to integrate with the post-1991 order, albeit with perfunctory reforms. Consequently, neither was 

a post-unipolar world imagined, nor its contours fathomed. Recent some years have witnessed India’s tilt towards the 

USA. The strengthening of relationship between the two countries was mainly helped by aggressive moves by China in 

Asia-pacific regions. India was also looking to diversify its arms import in a bid to reduce the dependence on Russia. But 

one of the fall-out of this is seen as Pakistan moving closer towards the Russia. 

Although India is partner with China in BRICS, it is wary of Chinese One Belt One Road initiative as one of its branch, 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) violated Indian sovereignty. India is also cautious about China’s designs in 

entering into Indian Ocean. China was seen as impediment in blocking India’s entry into Nuclear Suppliers Group. Thus 

India’s rise in the global order would be based on how it deals with China in Asia. 

 

Q) Examine the causes and consequences of the Six-Day War of 1967, and also  its 

significance for India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The Six-Day War also known as the June War or 1967 Arab–Israeli War was fought between June 5 and 10, 1967 

by Israel and the neighboring states of Egypt (known at the time as the United Arab Republic), Jordan, and Syria. 

Territory held by Israel before and after the Six Day War. The Straits of Tiran are circled, between the Gulf of Aqaba to 

the north and the Red Sea to the south. 

Causes of the Six day War- 

 The very creation of Israel in the year 1948, out of the British ”protectorate” of Palestine. 

 The forging of a kind of pan-Arab nationalism, with its main target being Israel. 
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 In January 1964 an Arab League summit, claimed that the diversion of the Jordan waters by Israel (for its national 

carrier program) multiplies the dangers to Arab existence and decided to deprive Israel of 35% of the National 

Water Carrier capacity, by a diversion of the Jordan River headwaters to the Yarmouk River. The Israel Defense 

Forces (IDF) attacked the diversion works in Syria in March, May, and August 1965, perpetuating a prolonged 

chain of border violence that linked directly to the events leading to war. 

 On 23 May 1967, Egypt closed the Straits of Tiran in defiance of the guarantees given by the “maritime Powers” in 

1956.  In effect this operated as a blockade against all Israel shipping to the East. Israel used this as the justified 

cause for declaring war on the Arab alliance. 

 Increased tensions and skirmishes along Israel’s northern border with Syria were the immediate cause of the third 

Arab-Israeli war. 

 During May1967, Israel came to know about a plot being hatched against it by Egypt, Jordan, and Syria, and hence 

it decided to initiate an attack against them from before-hand. 

 

Consequences of the war- 

 Immediate- 

1. Israel came into possession of the Sinai desert up to the Suez Canal, the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, East 

Jerusalem including the Old City, and the Golan Heights. 

2. Israel announced an official policy of “territories for peace” i.e. withdrawal to secure borders to be negotiated, 

in exchange for “full peace” and recognition. 

 Long term- 

1. The war has drawn permanent wage in the Arab world and Israel. It further strengthened anti-Israel 

sentiments among the Arab countries, and is considered by many historians as the reason for the growth of 

Palestinian nationalism, and the creation of PLO. 

2. The war led to the beginning of the up-gradation of the military apparatus and technological stature of Israel, 

for the purpose of its defense. 

Israel made peace with Egypt following the Camp David Accords of 1978 and completed a staged withdrawal from the 

Sinai in 1982. However, the position of the other occupied territories has been a long-standing and bitter cause of 

conflict for decades between Israel and the Palestinians, and the Arab world in general. 

Jordan and Egypt eventually withdrew their claims to sovereignty over the West Bank and Gaza, respectively. Israel and 

Jordan signed a peace treaty in 1994. 
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After the Israeli conquest of these newly acquired ‘territories’, it launched a large settlement effort in these areas to 

secure a permanent foothold. There are now hundreds of thousands of Israeli settlers in the West Bank. They are a 

matter of controversy within Israel, both among the general population and within different political administrations, 

supporting them to varying degrees. Palestinians consider them a provocation. The Israeli settlements in Gaza were 

evacuated and destroyed in August 2005 as a part of Israel’s unilateral disengagement plan of that time. 

Significance for India- 

 India could associate herself with Israel, as she was more or less in a similar situation, surrounded by hostile 

neighbors like Pakistan and China at that time, with which wars had been fought in 1965 and 1962 respectively. 

 The six-day war was a source of inspiration behind the magnificent and swift victory over Pakistan, in the year 1971, 

which led to the creation of Bangladesh. 

Conclusion- 

Six day war has unique place in the world history. Though Israel was swift and fast in defeating the Arab alliance, the 

war also raised many questions on the issues like preemptive strikes and Israel’s belligerence in vacating the occupied 

places. Nonetheless the war has secured rightful place for Israel among the hostile neighbors. 

 

Q) Critically examine the roots and nature of racial discrimination in the Japanese society 

today. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: – 

 A new survey carried out by Japan’s Justice Ministry reveals that nearly a third of foreign residents in Japan say they 

have experienced derogatory remarks because of their racial background, while about 40% have suffered housing 

discrimination. Of the 18,500 foreigners surveyed, 4,252 responded, the majority identified as Chinese and Korean. 

Over 40% had lived in Japan for more than a decade. 

One in four job seekers said they were denied employment because of being foreign, and one in five believed they were 

paid less than their Japanese counterparts for similar work. Putting paid to the notion that such discrimination is related 

to language, 95% of foreigners whose job applications were rejected, and over 90% of those whose housing applications 

were denied, were able to speak Japanese “conversationally, professionally or fluently”. 

In Japan, racism tends to take two forms. 

 There is virulent hate speech by far right groups aimed at Korean and Chinese people, which draws on deep-rooted 

historical animus. 

 There is also more casual racism towards other foreigners, which springs from unchallenged stereotypes. 

Consider some of these exclusionary social structures in Japan: 

 Registry systems exclude noncitizen residents from equal legal and social standing with their citizen counterparts. 

 Important laws, including those governing primary education for children in Japan, are only applicable to 

“citizens,” fostering a noncitizen underclass. 

 “Nationality clauses” exclude noncitizens from employment opportunities far beyond the most sensitive 

government jobs that require security clearance. 

 Taxpayer-funded sports leagues (with mottoes like “Sports for all”) overtly refuse or restrict “foreign” participants. 

 Japan’s visa regimes, as fellow columnist Colin P.A. Jones has repeatedly pointed out, systematically deny 

noncitizens equal constitutional protections. 

 Even the Constitution itself clearly states (in the official Japanese-language version) that all Japanese “nationals” 

(not “residents” or “people”) are equal before the law. And of course, that all-important law in the criminal or civil 

code forbidding racial discrimination still doesn’t exist. 

 Meanwhile, the country’s blood-based citizenship laws ensure that people with Japanese blood (including 

noncitizens) receive preferential treatment for life in Japan. That is, of course, as long as they “look Japanese.” If 

not, see above. 
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In 2005, a United Nations report expressed concerns about racism in Japan and that government recognition of the 

depth of the problem was not total. The author of the report, Doudou Diène (Special Rapporteur of the UN Commission 

on Human Rights), concluded after a nine-day investigation that racial discrimination and xenophobia in Japan 

primarily affects three groups: national minorities, Latin Americans of Japanese descent, mainly Japanese Brazilians, 

and foreigners from poor countries. 

Roots and nature of Racial discrimination:- 

 At their core, racism is rooted in a false narrative of Japanese uniqueness and racial purity. In 1889, the Meiji 

constitution established a state based on the notion that the Emperor was a direct descendant of the “original” 

Yamato clan, and that all Japanese were organically related to the emperor, giving birth to the idea of a single, 

homogeneous, racial identity. 

 Hatred towards Chinese, Korean people:- Japanese war 1894 and 95 and Korean relationship in it Japanese also 

consider themselves more Brilliant and Chinese and Korean dump as giving emphasising over their valour in 

defeating all of the neighbours even Russia at one time. 

 Stereotypical behaviour:- Mostly Japanese people are sceptical about the foreigners who are not well acquainted 

with the Japanese culture of speaking softly, emphasising manners etc 

There are positive signs that attitudes about race are changing in Japan, though. 

 There is growing recognition that Japan is in fact multi-ethnic. The government reversed its long-held policy of 

forced assimilation and recognized the Ainu as an indigenous people, and in 2007, it joined the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

 Japan doesn’t have laws banning hate speech or protecting non-Japanese against discrimination, but there have 

nevertheless been some positive outcomes in recent court cases. 

 Most importantly, average Japanese, concerned about the direction their country is taking, are speaking out. 

General rallies were held in Tokyo and Osaka recently to protest racism and hate speech. 

Conclusion:- 

Until Japan takes the first steps of removing bloodline-based and phenotypical conceits behind nationality and 

citizenship, Japan will continue to strangle itself demographically and, by extension, economically, politically and 

socially. Thus, if not properly analysed and addressed, Japan’s embedded racism will be its undoing. 

 

Topic: Political philosophies 

Q) What do you understand by populism and technocracy? Discuss differences between 

them with suitable examples. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Populism is a political doctrine that proposes that the common people are exploited by a privileged elite, and which 

seeks to resolve this. The main ideology of populists can be left, right, or center. Its goal is uniting the uncorrupt and the 

simple “common person” against the corrupt dominant elites (usually established politicians) and their army of 

followers (usually the rich and influential). It is guided by the belief that political and social goals are best achieved by 

the direct actions of the masses. Although it chiefly comes into being where mainstream political institutions are 

perceived to have failed to deliver, there is no identifiable economic or social set of conditions that give rise to it, and it 

is not confined to any particular social class. 

Technocracy is a form of government where decision-makers are chosen for a governing office based on their technical 

expertise and background. A technocracy differs from a traditional democracy in that individuals elected to a leadership 

role are chosen through a process that emphasizes their relevant skills and proven performance, as opposed to whether 

or not they fit the majority interests of a population. Decisions made by technocrats are based on information derived 

from methodology rather than opinion. 

Populism reduces representation as the leadership’s identification with the people as ‘one of (all of) them’, while 

technocracy places rule by a group of experts who are authorised to decide on the people’s behalf. Both types have a non-

pluralistic view of society and seek to unitarily represent society to pursue an external common good as opposed to party 

representation’s subjective aggregated good, and are anti-ideological. Populism’s legitimacy is based on the ‘will of the 
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people’; technocracy on ‘rational speculation’. But plurality is reductive for both: for the former, it is the opposition 

between the people and the elite; for the latter, it is between ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. 

Populism also aims to appease and represent the masses collectively. The common public should have the authority to 

make rules for themselves. 

Eg: Banning of Alcohol can be said as populism to appease women voter, distributing freebies during or after winning 

the election, loan waiver etc 

On the other hand technocracy refers to the doctrine where an elite group takes decisions for the whole population. 

Eg: Continue urea subsidy but rationalizing it by introducing neem coated one to reduce its diversion, rationalizing the 

prices of petrol and diesel in India etc. 

Conclusion- 

A successful government needs the support of masses as well the required expertise to run the state efficiently and to 

ensure long term welfare of people. populism and technocracy can be constructed as theoretical ideals and thus exist as 

a challenge to party democracy. But the latter’s resilience in places where parties are mature will lead to its adapting 

itself to populism and technocracy by incorporating features from both. 

 

Q) “Imperialism’s moral cloak has always been ‘humanitarianism.’” Critically comment. 

(200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

Imperialism is a policy of extending a country’s power and influence through colonization, use of military force, or any 

other means. The post-World War II era saw the emergence of a new form of imperialism replacing colonialism. Having 

suffered huge loss of money and human life in the aftermath of colonial world wars, the colonial nations needed a better 

way to continue their dominance of the world which should not lead to wars, global or civil, yet again. Strategic acumen 

called for invoking overt moral rationale of humanitarianism to convince the greater world of their “genuine” intentions 

of peace and justice. 

For all the interventions and colonisations, the big powers gave the rationale of Providential mission. They purported to 

contribute to the spread of civilization and the so called “Westernization of the Indigenous people”. The colonial powers 

felt that it was their duty to bring western civilization to what they perceived as backward cultures. Rather than merely 

governing their colony, they wanted to westernize people in colonies according to the western ideology known as 

assimilation. 

Military intervention by US and other western powers on humanitarian grounds of protecting the civilians from 

incumbent governments and to wage a war against terrorism that too without UN sanctions. Militarism was the most 

preferred method for extending one’s control in other’s territory. 

However, the imperialism was not only extended through the military power but also through the other means- 

Economic imperialism- By economic aid, loans and technology transfer on the grounds of international humanitarian 

practices to solve the socio-economic problems like hunger and poverty in least developed countries.  

Dominance through the international institutes like IMF, WTO, WB etc where all the conditions of transfer of economic 

aid were based on capitalist model of development which happens to be the model of most advanced countries.  

Projecting western culture in polity (democracy), in economy (liberal economy) and in society (individualism) as the 

best order and any deviation from it as abnormal and a temporary disorder. 

Data colonialism where NGOs and companies from advanced countries come to third world countries to collect data 

related to some social problems like malnutrition on the pretext to solve the problem. But use the data to make a lucrative 

product and sell back to these countries and even regulate trade in these products. 

This trend can be seen in the contemporary times as well where super power countries like USA are trying to assert their 

powers to serve self-interests over resource rich destabilized countries like Afghanistan in the name of democratizing 

them. Similar cases are there in Iraq, Syria, Libya where self-interests are served wearing the moral cloak of 

humanitarianism. 
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The developing countries should work together to resist the humanitarian face of imperialism and to protect one’s 

sovereignty and integrity. 

 

Topic: Salient features of Indian society 

Q) In the light of recent attacks on African nationals and northeast students, is it 

justifiable to label India as a racist country? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

The recent attacks on Africans and sporadic attacks on North Indian people have raised concerns about the safety of 

foreigners in India and an alarming trend of hate crimes and racism in the country. But to label the entire country a 

racist country needs through analysis. 

Recent incidences:- 

 The rally was planned after the Congolese teacher Masonda Kitanda Olivier died in an attack in Delhi in May. A 

week later, six Africans, including two women and a priest who was on his way home with his wife and baby, were 

attacked by men with cricket bats. 

 Earlier this year, a female student from Tanzania was beaten and stripped in Bangalore by an angry mob, in 

response to a fatal accident caused by a Sudanese student unknown to her. 

 The mass exodus of North East population in 2013 from metropolis of India and death of Nido Taniya a student 

from North East in Delhi highlights the prejudicial attitude of Indians towards North East people. 

Some facts:- 

 In 2007 the Indian government set up its Pan African e-Network Project, linking some African and Indian 

universities to exchange expertise. And in 2016 Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced 50,000 

scholarships for African students over the next five years. 

 In 2014 over 10,000 African students were studying in India with Sudan, Nigeria and Kenya leading the pack. In 

2016, there were 42,420 foreign students in India, and Sudan and Nigeria were both in the top 5 countries of origin 

for those students, while the other three top spots occupied by India’s immediate neighbors. 

 An estimated 40,000 Nigerians live in India. According to government data, they make up the fifth-largest group 

of foreign students in India – only one place behind Sudanese students. Most of these Nigerian students choose to 

live in big cities and constitute a significant chunk of India’s medical tourists. 

The Indian government must acknowledge there is deep-rooted prejudice:- 

 Racism is practiced in some quarters and by some Indians:- The problems faced by African nationals highlights 

this. They are made to wait for Visas, tortured by police, for accommodation they are rejected and seen with 

suspicion outlook. The problems of drug, loud music etc is viewed from racist prison. 

 Obsession of fairness and determination of social status like white Brahmins and black dalits is seen as proof for 

the presence of racial concepts in Indian society. 

What we are witnessing is the conflict of cultures which is a law and order problem, not racism:- 

 Some sporadic incidents cannot, and should not, lead one to brand any society as racist. Of course, one cannot deny 

that there has been some violence against people of African origin in some parts of the country. But a majority of 

these incidents have not been motivated by the color of the nationalities involved. The reasons are sex, drug 

trafficking and behavioral patterns which unsettle the structured values cherished by locals. 

 Racism is a negative value of life which is not a part of the Indian psyche. The attitude of a country is defined by 

the collective consciousness of people as a whole and India’s collective consciousness is not against African 

community. 

 Acceptance is the norm in Indian Society. India’s history and the psychology of its masses have remained 

unchanged for as long as one can remember. During the anti-colonial movement, leaders of the freedom movement 
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wisely secularized the struggle against colonial forces. Indians had no problem when two westerners, George Yule 

(1888) and William Wedderburn (1889) became presidents of the Indian National Congress (INC).  

 India has always stood against racist superiority and racism. It can be seen from our struggle for independence and 

negating the white superiority of British. Indians leaders time and again have extended their support to the anti 

racist movements of the world. 

Conclusion:- 

Racism is based on hatred which makes conciliation between people of different groups virtually impossible. Spiritual 

democracy is the basis of our secularism and our multiculturalism negates perpetuation of conflicts. India is fine blend 

of all races and an ardent follower of principle of Vasudhaiv Kutumbkam hence can’t be labeled as a racist country. 

 

Q) “India is intrinsically a casteist, racist and misogynist society.” Critically comment. (200 

Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

India is land of multi-cultures, multi-linguists, multi-ethnicities, multi-religious, multi-thinkers and many more 

categories would get add if we delve into deeper. Such society needs to be tolerant, should have respect for other’s 

cultures, secular in governance and accommodative of all cultures. While all these notions are labeled to India, behaviors 

of majority of Indians do not reflect it. 

 Though the evils of casteism are strictly dealt by law, most of the Indians have no respect for such laws. Even today 

marginalized sections and historically discriminated classes are subjected to denial of rights, imposition of menial 

jobs and exclusion from the basic serviced of the health and education. Moreover enforcement authorities have 

found to use provisions of the law selectively in order to appease the traditionally advanced communities. 

 Unity in Diversity is the most revered principle in India. However diversity is hardly tolerated in most of the 

regions. The most evident example of this is how people from the North-East regions are treated. Jeered, mocked, 

laughed at, denied accommodation, and attacked for no reason except that they look and behave differently from 

the majority, these northeasterners are compelled to survive despite such racism. Also there are numerous 

examples of minority communities getting discriminatory and exclusionary treatment from the hands of the 

majority. 

 Majority of Indians are blinded by the notion of ‘fair being the superior’. Thus people of darker complexion are 

looked down upon and fairs being treated respectfully. In addition to this racist nature is exhibited by many people. 

For people from Africa, the problem is even more acute. Not only do they look different from the average Indian, 

they have to confront the entrenched prejudice against their colour that is embedded in Indian myth and popular 

culture. Like northeasterners, hundreds of African nationals in different cities are forced to live in ghettos to be 

safe from the verbal and physical violence they face on a daily basis. 

 The only kind of racism that our government recognises is one that takes place elsewhere. So when a person of 

Indian origin is attacked in another country, such as the United States or Australia, the government responds with 

alacrity condemning it as a “racist” attack. Yet, the same thing in India is apparently only “criminal and 

unfortunate”. 

 The highest level of hypocrisy is shown towards women. Women in India are idolized, revered and even venerated. 

However majority of women are excluded from public life, their political representation is low and economically 

dependent on their male partners. Most of them have no say in the decision making, confined to home and are 

objectified particularly for marriage purposes. 

The other side- 

Though the majority of Indians exhibits such hypocrisy and misogyny, it would be wrong to label all the Indians with 

these terms. When there were attacks taking place on Africans, many Indians condemned it and sought to reform this 

tendencies. Many Indians are coming out in support of better representation for women in Political, Economic and social 

platforms. There are been efforts to fight caste injustices and to make historically discriminated clases better off. Though 

the numbers of Indians with progressive mindset are less vis-à-vis former, their contribution is indeed great in making 

progressive changes in the society. 
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Conclusion- 

India is still the nation-in-making, and hence requires more efforts and patience to bring out positive changes. Bringing 

behavioral and ideological changes is indeed a difficult work. Though there are different laws enacted to bring these 

changes, they have their own limitations. The need of the time is create awareness and sensitizations among Indians 

who show regressive and Hippocratic mindset. 

 

Q) Critically comment on the nature and purpose of raising vigilantism in Indian society 

and the role of citizens in fighting it. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Vigilantism is an act of over-zealous policing by an entity often encroaching the rights of others in a bid to promote its 

implicit or explicit vested interests. The nature of vigilantism and its purpose are as follows 

 Religious Vigilantism: Protection of cows by appealing by appealing to Hindu tradition often with an aim to 

propagate violence and threaten minority. Also forced conversion programmes are carried out to strengthen one’s 

community at cost of marginalizing others. 

 Moral Vigilantism: Self-proclaimed moral policing to supposedly curtail western influences by encroaching on 

individual freedom. Honour killings are a grisly outcome of it. 

 Digital Vigilantism: Dataveillance by collecting the personal data for commercial and governance aspect 

resulting in breach of personal privacy. Monitoring personal activities on internet as well unnecessary collection of 

data lead to it. 

 Artistic Vigilantism: Curtailing freedom of expression through censorship in movies, books etc. Aim is to curtail 

freedom of expression. 

 Educational Vigilantism: Curriculum changes to promote specific narratives, omitting facts, compulsory 

languages. Also, to promote religious ideologies and curtail pluralism giving way to religious fanaticism. 

 Regional Vigilantism: people from other regions are discriminated in one’s own states. This is particularly true 

for the people of NE region and some of the southern states. 

Role of citizens- 

 In a democratic political community, citizens owe obligations of justice to their fellow citizens. If the basic rights of 

an individual or a community are systematically violated, there should be pain, there should be empathy and 

outrage, and a determination to do something about the fundamental infringement of what is owed to human 

beings: dignity and respect. 

 Public discussions and debates should be promoted especially in schools and colleges to create awareness and 

sensitization about different vigilantism. 

 People should avoid getting swayed by religious polarisation and cherish and uphold the constitutional value of 

secularism. 

 Voting is the biggest weapon with the people. Thus, citizens should only those candidates to legislatures who 

themselves are secular, tolerant and respect the diversity of the nation. 

 While right wing leaders are busy in propagating the communal agenda, citizens should mount the counter-agenda 

for secular values. 

Conclusion- 

Citizens need to stand and speak against any wrong act by leaders or any political party. To keep silence at such times 

would amount to death of free speech and expression explicitly guaranteed by our constitution. Thus, it is bounden duty 

of citizens to protect and preserve the secular values of the nation. 
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Topic: Role of women 

Q) Parental leave is an evolving concept where child-rearing is seen as a shared 

responsibility. Should India introduce parental leave? Discuss the significance of parental 

leave for gender equality. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act enforcement brought many aspects of parenting and its gender relations in the 

general public discourse. The amended acts provides for the 26 weeks maternity leave from previous 12 weeks provision. 

The concept of paternal leave is new in India and needs extra mile efforts to make a statutory provision for it. 

Parental leave or family leave is an employee benefit available in many countries. The term “parental leave” generally 

includes maternity, paternity, and adoption leave. In some countries and jurisdictions, “family leave” also includes leave 

provided to care for ill family members. Often, the minimum benefits and eligibility requirements are stipulated by law. 

Whether parental leave contributes to gender equality depends upon 

(a) Whether laws consider a child to be the responsibility of both parents and 

(b) Whether the leave is equal as to the sexes. 

Paternal leave in India: nuances 

 The Maternity benefit (amendment) bill has increased the maternal leave that will provide huge relief for Indian 

woman who shares a double burden of earning and household work. The payment during leave will provide a 

financial assistance and social security to the woman employee. 

 Though the bill has included clause on surrogacy and adoption leave it has failed to give required attention to the 

parental leave making men equally responsible for child rearing and care. 

 This long 26 weeks leave has all the possibilities that may create negative bias towards woman workforce and many 

companies will choose to hire male employee than a female one. Parental leave is good solution to do away with 

these probable biases against woman. 

 There has been an observed trend where middle class working woman are opting not to join the organization after 

child birth. The main reason behind this trend is rise in the standard of living and more household earning. This 

makes woman to opt for household job rather than the joining workforce again. Paid parental leave incentivizes 

labor market attachment for women both before and after birth, affecting GDP and national productivity, as the 

workforce is larger. 

 ‘New father’: Biology and social values have historically not included child care in the main responsibilities of 

fathers. However, in some, mainly western, countries, politicians and social scientists argue for changing the role 

of the fathers, and the idea of the ‘new father’ has especially been shaped by the Nordic countries of Scandinavia. 

The process enables fathers to rationalize their parenting style and align this with what characterizes good care. 

 There is change in family structure are families are getting more nuclear in nature. In such case the husband can 

provide required support to woman by his contribution towards care and moral support. Parental leave increases 

income at the household level, as well, by supporting dual-earner families. 

Child care is still considered as a job of woman only and thus men hardy pay the required attention towards share 

responsibility. The laws need to be made where fathers should be granted with non-transferable paternal leave which 

will popularize the idea slowly. Gender equality must be taken care at level of parenting as well because family is the 

basic unit of Indian society and thus forms the best platform for the positive intervention by state. 
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Topic:  Poverty and developmental issues 

Q) Critically analyse the extent of inequality and poverty in the world. Do you think 

inequality should be left to markets and local communities to be solved? Comment. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

What is ‘Income Inequality’ 

Income inequality is the unequal distribution of household or individual income across the various participants in an 

economy. Income inequality is often presented as the percentage of income to a percentage of population. For example, 

a statistic may indicate that 70% of a country’s income is controlled by 20% of that country’s residents. 

Contributing Factors to Income Inequality 

 Education is known to affect equality in societies. Certain social-economic groups of people do not have access to 

quality education in the United States, especially at the secondary school level. In countries that provide higher-

quality secondary education across the economic spectrum, there is much less income disparity. 

 Competition for talent creates a salary divide. There is much more competition for high-quality executive talent, 

which has driven salaries for executives higher relative to the level of generated productivity. Big bonuses and other 

incentives have led to an inflation of executive salaries. 

 Stagnant wages play a big role in inequality. The median income for low- to middle- income workers has been 

mostly flat since 2007, while executive compensation has increased. The diminished influence of labor unions has 

also led to flat or declining wages among workers. 

 Family and social interactions impact earning potential. Social and emotional skills critical to leading a quality life 

are not sufficiently developed in economically distressed areas with a high percentage of unstable families. 

 Increased demand for high-skilled workers adds to a widening wage gap. Companies are investing more heavily in 

developing a high-skilled workforce, driving wages up for high-skilled workers. This leads to de-emphasizing or 

automating low-skilled functions, pushing wages for low-skilled workers down. 

Extent of inequality and poverty in the world- 

 Oxfam’s report, ‘An economy for the 99 percent’, shows that the gap between rich and poor is far greater than 

had been feared. 

 Oxfam has observed that the world’s eight richest people now own as much wealth as the poorest 3.6 billion. 

 The Oxfam report An Economy for the 1%, shows that the wealth of the poorest half of the world’s population 

has fallen by a trillion dollars since 2010, a drop of 38 percent. This has occurred despite the global population 

increasing by around 400 million people during that period. Meanwhile, the wealth of the richest 62 has increased 

by more than half a trillion dollars to $1.76tr. 

 The report also shows how women are disproportionately affected by inequality – of the current ‘62’, 53 are men 

and just nine are women. 

 Credit Suisse’s wealth database suggests that the total wealth of the world’s three richest people exceeds that of all 

the people in three countries—Angola, Burkina Faso and the Democratic Republic of Congo—which together have 

a population of 122 million. 

 The major component of the world’s income inequality (the global Gini coefficient) is comprised by two groups of 

countries. 

1. The first group has 13% of the world’s population and receives 45% of the world’s PPP income. This group 

includes the United States, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Australia and Canada, and 

comprises 500 million people with an annual income level over 11,500 PPP$. 

2. The second group has 42% of the world’s population and receives only 9% of the world PPP income. This 

group includes India, Indonesia and rural China, and comprises 2.1 billion people with an income level under 

1,000 PPP$. 

Though income inequalities have increased persistently, there also have been reduction in the poverty indicators- 
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 Great progress on reducing extreme poverty—defined as consumption of less than $1.90 per day—has been 

achieved in recent decades. In 1981, 42% of the world’s population lived in extreme poverty. By 2013—the last year 

for which we have comprehensive data—that share had dropped to below 11%. Piecemeal evidence suggests that 

extreme poverty now stands at just above 9%. 

Should inequality & poverty reduction be left to markets and local communities- 

 Market Failure: Markets work on the principles of profit. There are certain domains like health, sanitation where 

due to lack of requisite profits free market fails to provide needed solution and public interest is compromised. 

 Free markets are a boon for efficiency but it gets converted into a bane when corruption through crony capitalism 

and nepotism are inflicted on markets. This leads to inefficient resource distribution, exclusion of many and 

thereby perpetuating inequality and poverty. 

 Though local communities can play important part in bringing economic equality and poverty reduction, they 

cannot be relied upon completely. Social dynamics and local factors themselves have contributed to the socio-

economic inequalities. Thus roles of all tiers of government and civil society groups are equally important for 

achieving these goals. 

Conclusion- 

The importance of addressing inequality is visible from their inclusion in SDGs and the countries should proactively 

work towards achieving the targets sets. 

 

Q) Economic disparity among and within regions is on the rise. Ho can policy intervention 

address this growing inequality gap? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- 

It is believed that a rising tide lifts all boats; unfortunately, this is not true about India. Economic development has 

enhanced divergence rather than fostering convergence. Inter- and intra-regional disparity has accentuated. The recent 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Economic Survey of India, Article IV Consultations 

of the International Monetary Fund and the Economic Survey, all conclude that spatial income inequality in India is not 

only large but increasing.  

Some of the policy interventions that can be utilised to address this issue are: 

 Improving governance quality of states:-As the economic survey has pointed out that income divergence among 

people is due to due to governance or institutional traps in states, so it is a crucial aspect to work upon’ 
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 Reinventing the role of Inter-state and Zonal councils:-these avenues should be used for comprehensive 

partnerships for collective and balanced regional growth leading to economic convergence 

 Stop ignoring unskilled labour:-while focus must remain on ‘skilling’ India, the largely unskilled labour must be 

utilised to make states engines of exports as the low-skilled sectors prevail mainly in backward states 

 Competitive federalism with government aid:- Interstate competition should be promoted to encourage states to 

liberalise regulatory framework, especially land and labour as well as other factors of production. 

 Inter-municipal competition:-Local self governments must be empower to lessen the inter regional disparities by 

being responsible for disbursal of funds of government schemes and implementation of infrastructural 

programmes. 

 Multilateral agencies:-such as World Bank, Asian Development Bank, New Development Bank, Asian 

Infrastructure Investment Bank could be roped in to provide for the finance for state’s development if domestic 

funds are low. Government’s order in allowing effective states to borrow directly from abroad is a positive step in 

this direction. 

 Focus on agriculture:-as seen that states dependent on agriculture fare below than manufacturing states. Centre 

must intervene on issues such as APMC reforms citing the clause of ‘Actionable wrongs’ in Concurrent list. 

 The mandate and role of the NITI Aayog should be redefined and enhanced to evolve models aimed at balanced 

regional development. It is axiomatic that the reticence of private investment in backward states can be somewhat 

overcome through enhanced public outlays. 

Conclusion:- 

The growing divergence of states needs policy-induced reversal. Growth begets development because, as Henry Ford 

once put it, “If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself”. 

 

Topic: Population – and associated issues 

Q) What do you understand by replacement level fertility? It is said that India’s fertility is 

fast approaching replacement levels. Examine how will it affect population growth in 

future. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

Replacement level fertility is the level of fertility at which a population exactly replaces itself from one generation to the 

next. In developed countries, replacement level fertility can be taken as requiring an average of 2.1 children per woman. 

In countries with high infant and child mortality rates, however, the average number of births may need to be much 

higher. Replacement level fertility is not associated with an unique set of age-specific birth rates. When a country reaches 

replacement level fertility, other conditions must be met for zero population growth to also be attained. Replacement 

level fertility will lead to zero population growth only if mortality rates remain constant and migration has no effect. The 

momentum of past and current demographic trends may also take several generations to work itself out. A change to 

replacement level fertility therefore leads to zero population growth only in the long run.  

Indian Scenario :- 

Evidence from India’s last Census in 2011, confirmed by data from the recent National Family Health Survey 2017 

(NFHS-4), shows that fertility in India is fast approaching replacement levels. This means that couples will have children 

who will essentially replace their number, to stabilise population growth. The NFHS-4 shows that in the past decade, 

the average number of children per family has come down from 2.7 to 2.2. With replacement fertility being 2.1 children 

per woman, this is good news for the land and the people. 

Even after fertility rates drop to replacement levels, the total population will still grow, and is likely to reach 1.7 billion 

by 2050. The thrust of this growth will come from the youth bulge, with 365 million (10-24 years old) already in, or soon 

to enter, their reproductive ages. Even if they have children only in numbers that replace themselves, the resultant 

growth due to such a large base of young people will drive the growth momentum for population. For India as a whole, 

75% of population growth in the coming decade will be due to this momentum. 
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This will affect the population growth as follows: 

 Lesser population burden: India will face lesser population burden in the wake of the new generation only replacing 

the older ones. 

 Growth opportunities: There would be a spur in growth opportunities in terms of jobs and services availability. 

 Optimum utilization of resources: Resources will be utilized as per their availability and the population won’t pose 

a threat on the already scarce resources. 

 Harmony among people: Less competition would ensure that people get thwir due share of rights and 

opportunities, leading to harmonious relations among people. 

 Education and personality development facilities : Lesser children would ensure that parents could put up their all 

in educating them and would be committed to make their children’s future better. 

 Overall growth of India: India would develop overall due to rising opportunities for the youths. 

 Youth bulge: If used efficiently, the youth bulge could take India to a new level of success. 

 

Topic:  Changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies and ice-caps) and in 

flora and fauna and the effects of such changes 

Q) Discuss various ways by which afforestation initiative can be effectively implemented 

with good results in reserve forest and government revenue land where forests have been 

destroyed. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Forest map India 

Introduction- 

Afforestation has always been the part of forest policy and various forest expansion and enrichment program India. 

Afforestation forms core of forest management even today and thus it becomes mandatory to make it successful and 

efficient. 

Afforestation is the establishment of a forest or stand of trees in an area where there was no previous tree cover. 

Reforestation is the reestablishment of forest cover, either naturally (by natural seeding, coppice, or root suckers) or 

artificially (by direct seeding or planting). 

Forestation is the establishment of forest growth on areas that either had forest or lacked it. Reforestation and 

afforestation are categories of forestation. Many governments and non-governmental organizations directly engage in 

programs of afforestation to create forests, increase carbon capture and carbon sequestration, and help to 

anthropogenically improve biodiversity. 
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The following ways can be apply to make afforestation a successful drive all over the country. 

 There is need to include other government departments in afforestation as today forest department is held solely 

responsible for afforestation drives and campaign. 

 Planting tree is just a small initiation to the gigantic task that lies ahead. Our policy does not give enough attention 

to the maintenance and conservation of planted saplings and thus lacks in implementation as well. 

 Peoples’ participation is the key to the success of forest management. Joint forest management has creates some 

of the successful case studies in country where local people has played n leading role in forest conservation. In 

many areas people has used their traditional knowledge and age old practices for forest conservation. Providing 

rights under Schedule tribes and other traditional forest dwellers act 2006 to local people will build trust between 

government and local people. 

 Corporate social responsibility fund can be diverted for successful planting and conservation of plants. Private 

participation can change the things to large extent and it will create a trend towards responsible activities by private 

players. 

 For successful plantation activity Panchayat raj institution must be provided with the enough resources and powers 

to monitor and conserve afforested area by forest department. PRIs can bring the successful local model for forest 

conservation which is suitable to that particular area. 

 There is need to collaborate efforts of other stakeholders such as NGOs, civil society organizations with forest 

department. This will bring best practices and innovative minds in forest protection and conservation activities. 

 The CAMPA (Compensatory Afforestation Management and Planning Authority) fund can be used to replenish the 

barren reserve forests region, which can also help in increasing the flora and fauna in the region in near future. 

Conclusion- 

It is need of time is to decentralize the afforestation activity to make it truly sustainable in nature. Forest ecology has to 

be seen in landscape approach wherein every biotic and abiotic component makes its own contribution in overall 

biosphere. 
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Q) Examine how is global warming affecting Siachen and the nature of its dispute between 

India and Pakistan. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:- 

The Siachen conflict, sometimes referred to as the Siachen War, is a military conflict between India and Pakistan over 

the disputed Siachen Glacier region in Kashmir. A cease-fire went into effect in 2003.The contentious area is about 900 

square miles (2,300 km2) to nearly 1,000 square miles (2,600 km2) of territory. The conflict began in 1984 with India’s 

successful Operation Meghdoot during which it gained control over all of the Siachen Glacier (unoccupied and 

undemarcated area). India has established control over all of the 70 kilometres (43 mi) long Siachen Glacier and all of 

its tributary glaciers, as well as the three main passes of the Saltoro Ridge immediately west of the glacier—Sia 

La, Bilafond La, and Gyong La. Pakistan controls the glacial valleys immediately west of the Saltoro Ridge. 

 

Impact of global warming:- 

 The research studies have revealed the impact of global warming on the Siachen glacier that the mouth of it has 

been receded backwards by 800 meters in last one decade. 

 A report released in 2015 by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has indicated that an increasing 

frequency of glacier retreats leading to snow avalanches is the worst outcome of global warming witnessed in the 

Himalayan region, which also covers Siachen glacier. 

 Also, a researcher in the Snow and Avalanche Studies Establishment of India’s defense ministry had explained that 

the frequency of avalanches had been going up steadily since 1984 and that the maximum and minimum winter 

temperatures on the glacier had been rising upwards steadily. 

While India and Pakistan have been unable to resolve the Siachen dispute, the new enemy is global warming.It is 

impacting the glacier and forcing Indo-Pak military to find new ways for survival and even to explore the options like 

demilitarizing the Siachen:- 

 An increase in the temperature due to continuous global warming is gradually having an adverse impact on it, 

which is exacerbating the precarious situation soldiers face from unfavourable weather conditions. An increase in 

the global warming is melting the snow at an accelerating rate, resulting in dangerous avalanches. 

 Avalanches are becoming increasingly unpredictable owing to an accelerating impact of global warming. These are 

maiming and killing the soldiers more than active fighting. In 2012, a massive avalanche claimed lives of 130 

Pakistani soldiers in lower Siachen. 

 The impact of the global warming on Siachen glacier is further confirmed by the fact that rain had been a rare 

phenomenon in the past few decades but at present light drizzling is frequently witnessed. This has resulted in the 

plantation and greenery on even at 15,000 feet height whereas previously it was not even possible at 12,000 feet 

height. 

 Such visible impact of global warming especially the glacier retreat is attributed to the fact that there is an increase 

in the pollution owing to an increased deployment of army in the region. The construction of Army posts and 

camps, dumping of non-biodegradable waste material like ammunition shells, plastic waste and the consistent 

usage of arms and ammunition has adversely affected the ecosystem of the Siachen glacier. 
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Conclusion:- 

The aforementioned environmental hazards created by the Siachen glacier are a direct outcome of global warming. This 

calls for the development of a stringent workable mechanism directed at environment cleaning to clear up the mess 

created due to the 25 years of military occupation of the area. Both Pakistan and India should talk and develop an 

effective strategy to manage the hazardous impacts of global warming on Siachen glacier. India and Pakistan need to 

allocate adequate resources and make a timetable for immediately cleaning the Siachen region. The active involvement 

of the youth and the environmental pressure groups should be highly encouraged to help in the issue. 

 

Q) Discuss the factors that are aggravating melting of ice in the Arctic and other ice 

regions. In your opinion, what kind of response is needed to deal with climate change 

consequences? (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

In recent months, unprecedented rates of glacier melts have been reported both in the Antarctic and the Arctic. “A 

massive crack in Antarctica’s fourth-biggest ice shelf has surged forward by at least 10 kilometres since early January,” 

according to Nature magazine in a recent article. Glaciers cover the terrain in both these regions, which have the only 

permanent ice sheets that still exist on earth today. 

Factors aggravating the melting of ice in the Arctic and other ice regions- 

 Scientists say that the melting trend is part of overall global warming that is caused by burning coal, gas and oil. 

The burning of fossil fuels traps gases that cause the Earth’s temperature to increase. 

 Temperatures appear to have been mostly stable for up to 2,000 years prior to 1850 despite some regional 

variations. The increase in sea levels is consistent with data showing rising temperatures at the surface of the Earth. 

The Earth’s oceans also show an increased temperature due to the overall warming. 

 Large scale spewing of green-houses gases due to increased industrialization and urbanization. Because of which 

CO2 concentration has crossed the level of 400 ppm and it is the largest concentration in about last four lakh years. 

 Decreasing albedo of these regions due to deposition of soot, black carbon, dust and other particulate matter on ice 

sheets leading to faster melt. 

 Breaking and tempering off ice selves due to unstable geological conditions which fastens the pace of ice melting 

of the whole glacier. 

Response to the climate change- 

Policies relating to climate change fall into the four broad categories as illustrated in figure. We could reduce 

our greenhouse gas emissions, an approach that is typically called mitigation. We could increase society’s capacity to 

cope with changes in climate, which is called adaptation. We could deliberately manipulate the Earth system in ways 

that might counteract at least some of the effects of increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. That kind of intervention 

is typically called geoengineering or climate engineering. We could also expand our knowledge base in ways that help us 

better understand the climate system, our sensitivity to climate change, and the other three risk-management strategies, 

which are more proactive. 

Mitigation- 

 By reducing emissions, mitigation reduces society’s future contributions to greenhouse gas concentrations in the 

atmosphere. That would reduce the amount that climate changes and thereby increase the chances that the 

resulting societal impacts are manageable. Mitigation might also confer secondary benefits unrelated to climate 

change risk management. For example, reducing emissions of greenhouse gases would likely also reduce oil 

consumption and some traditional forms of air pollution, which would lessen foreign oil dependence and improve 

public health. 

 Approaches to reducing emissions fall into several categories.1We could pass regulations that set minimum energy-

efficiency standards for cars or appliances or that prohibit the use of inefficient products. Policies could encourage 

conservation of energy or forests through public awareness campaigns, or they could subsidize climate-friendly 

choices. Policies can fund the creation and deployment of low-emitting technologies like wind and solar energy or 

nuclear power. And policymakers could put a price on greenhouse gas emissions to encourage reductions. 
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Adaptation- 

 Adaptation involves planning, building resilience, and improving society’s capacity to recover from climate 

impacts. It can help reduce damages and disruptions from climate change. Adaptation might also help with threats 

we already face from routine and severe weather events or from other natural and human- induced hazards—an 

important side benefit of efforts to build adaptive capacity to climate change. 

 Regulations can promote adaptation by mandating practices that can decrease vulnerability. For example, 

improved land-use planning could help keep people away from flood-prone areas, and stronger building codes 

could help reduce the impact of extreme events. 

 Adaptation policies can also help establish planning and recovery procedures for dealing with climate impacts. For 

example, climate change impact assessments can identify vulnerabilities and protective measures for critical 

resources such as water, health care facilities, biological systems, agriculture, and infrastructure. Similarly, 

monitoring of key systems and resources can create early warning systems that enable rapid responses to extreme 

weather events, pest outbreaks, infectious diseases, and a wide range of other climate-related risks. In addition, 

efforts to minimize compounding stresses such as traditional air pollution, habitat loss and degradation, invasive 

species, and nitrogen deposition from fossil fuel combustion and agriculture could enhance resiliency to climate-

related threats. 

 

Geoengineering- 

 Geoengineering refers to deliberate, often global-scale manipulations of the climate Geoengineering might help 

lower greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere, partially counteract the warming influence of 

increasing greenhouse gas concentrations on the climate system, address specific climate change impacts, or offer 

desperation strategies in the event that abrupt, catastrophic, or otherwise unacceptable climate 

change impacts become evident. 

Some of the techniques include- 

 Fertilizing the ocean. 

 Adding minerals to increase the ocean’s alkalinity and enhance its ability to dissolve carbon dioxide. 

 Directly capturing CO2from the air by chemical means.  

 Building biomass-based power plants with carbon capture and storage capabilities. 

 Deploying space mirrors. 
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 Injecting aerosols into the stratosphere. 

 Seeding marine clouds to make them more reflective. 

Knowledge-base expansion 

 Research, observations, scientific assessments, and technology development can help reveal risks and 

opportunities associated with the climate system and support decision making with respect to climate change risk 

management. Expanding the knowledge base allows policymakers to understand, select, and refine specific risk-

management strategies and to thereby increase the effectiveness of risk-management efforts. 

 Knowledge-base expansion could, in some cases, also reveal entirely new opportunities for protecting the 

climate system or reducing the risks of climate change impacts. As a result, policies to expand the knowledge base 

underpin and support mitigation, adaptation, and geoengineering. 

 Climate system research spans numerous disciplines and subdisciplines, including those in atmospheric sciences, 

oceanography, hydrology, biology, cryology, and paleoclimatology. Determining the societal consequences 

of climate variability and change likely requires insights from a broader range of disciplines, 

including economics, sociology, history, and political science. Each discipline has unique and sometimes 

contradictory insights on the potential for climate impacts and the effectiveness of risk management. 

Conclusion- 

To deal effectively with the climate change, all nations should synergize their efforts at international level. The existing 

organizations such as IPCC, meetings of COPs and agreements like UNFCCC, Kyoto protocol, Intended Nationally 

Determined Contribution (INDCs) should be respected and followed by all nations. Still there is no consensus on the 

issues of climate change among the nations. Thus efforts at international level must be strengthened and followed 

strictly. 

 

Q) The India Meteorological Department has forecast ‘normal’ monsoon in the country.  In 

the light of recent drought and increasing water insecurity, in your opinion, how should 

Indians and the government manage water in coming days? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The ‘normal’ monsoon forecast of the India Meteorological Department brings the promise of a year of growth and good 

health for India’s economy and ecology. If rains are normal, India will have a second consecutive year of normal rainfall, 

after two years of drought. The prospect that 2017 will be a good year boosts the prospects of enhanced agricultural 

output, healthy reservoir levels, more hydropower and reduced conflicts over water. It will also test the efficacy of the 

expensive water management initiatives launched during 2014 and 2015 by the Centre and the State governments to 

harness rainfall and build resilience for future drought cycles. 

How should Indian citizens manage the water? 

 NGOs like Paani Foundations are educating the rural people about the storing the rain water, its conservation and 

optimum use during lean seasons. The citizens should adopt these techniques in increasing water availability in 

the surrounding areas. 

 Persons like Rajendra Singh better known as ‘Water-man of India’, have devised the methods of water conservation 

for arid and semi-arid areas. Such efforts and initiatives should be promoted and encouraged all over India. 

 Villages like Ralegan Siddhi and Hiwre Bazar are role model for other villages as they have shown the ways for 

conserving rain water for the benefit of all through community efforts. 

 Change in crop pattern by averting water intensive crops such as sugarcane. 

 Use of modern irrigation techniques such as drip irrigation to prevent wastage of water. 

 Methods like rainwater harvesting should be followed by every citizen. 

 Urban elites and middle class people waste huge quantity of water, particularly drinking water making it scarcer 

for poor and marginalized sections. Thus city dwellers must make optimum use of water by rationalizing their 

water-habits. For eg flush of 6 litres should be used instead of 10 litres in the toilets, installing small shower heads, 

watering the lawn only when it is needed. 
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How should government manage the water? 

 Governments like Telangana have initiated the age-old practices of water conservation in the form of tank 

irrigation. Government should strengthen these efforts by allocating sufficient funds to such projects. 

 Maharashtra government is implementing ‘Jalyukta Shiwar Yojana’ to increase the water capacity of the land and 

to mitigate the impact of the droughts. 

 Government needs to protect the existing water reservoirs like rivers, lakes from pollution so that these resources 

can be used effectively. 

 Government should strictly regulate the excessive use of ground-water so that sufficient amount of ground water 

is available at the time of summers or when rainfall is low. 

 Government should use schemes like MGNREGA to prepare for monsoon by concentrating on constructing lakes, 

tanks, bunds etc. 

 Government needs to make available drought resistance seeds to farmers in areas of water scarcity. 

Conclusion- 

Though the dept of Meteorology has forecasted normal rains, citizens and government needs to be cautious in making 

efficient use of available water. Required availability of water gives impetus to the economy, particularly at local level. 

Hence water must be conserved, preserved and used wisely. 

 

Topic: Urbanization – problems and remedies  

Q) In the light of failure of many solutions to tackle air pollution in Indian cities, suggest 

new solutions that are innovative and practical. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction:– 

Air pollution in India is quite a serious issue with the major sources being fuelwood and biomass burning, fuel 

adulteration, vehicle emission and traffic congestion. The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act was passed in 

1981 to regulate air pollution and there have been some measurable improvements. However, the 2016 Environmental 

Performance Index ranked India 141 out of 180 countries. 

In 2015, Government of India, together with IIT Kanpur launched the National Air Quality Index 

 

Some of the innovative ways to tackle the air pollution are:- 

 Two way cycle lane to encourage cycling and dedicated policy support for it like in Smart city project 

 Subsidizing Electric Vehicles, incentivising the purchase of energy efficient vehicles, Imposing congestion tax. 
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 Steps to reduce the AT&C losses through HVDC transmission lines and further employing newer technologies to 

reduce the industrial pollution. 

 Levy tax on all pollution causing activities to augment ‘Clean Energy Fund’ and make use of it for cleaner technology 

such as Tech. converting carbon dioxide into baking soda, urea etc  

 Changing ‘Buying Habits’: using more of raw products as well as bio-degradable products 

 Exploring new method to capture and reduce atmospheric carbon like carbon sequestration 

 Installing Air Purifiers :-One solution could lie in the form of advanced air purifiers. While this wouldn’t clean the 

air up outside, they could at least limit our exposure to the pollutants when indoors.  

 Home pollution detector:-Monitoring and controlling pollution in the home may well be a regular aspect of home 

life in the future. Birdi is a device in development that appears similar in style to a traditional smoke detector, but 

also monitors the air quality in a room  

 Electronic tree:-One piece of technology that might help is the Peruvian Super Tree. This device, manufactured by 

Tierra Nuestra (our Earth), uses a water filtration system to remove carbon dioxide and bacteria from the air. 

 Building air tight dome:-One school in Beijing has taken matters into hand with an inflatable airtight dome used 

to cover its sports field. The Sports Dome, at Dulwich College Beijing covers around four badminton courts and 

enables students to carry on playing sports without suffering the city’s pollution.  

 Air Quality Egg is a neat response to pollution. It takes readings of different air pollutants and posts them 

automatically online: Of course, that doesn’t fight pollution directly, but it can help get people more involved in 

understanding air pollution.  

 Cool-roofs: Use of special paints can reduces the heating. This requires lower usage of cooling system which are a 

major cause of air pollution. It is believed that if all the people around the world use this, it can push back global 

warming by 20 more years. 

 Develop HOT – High Occupancy Toll lanes where vehicles with multiple occupancy are given special lanes to move 

faster and single occupancy vehicles are thereby by dis-incentivised. A differential in toll charges for HOT vehicles 

viz.a.viz single occupancy vehicle should also be implemented. 

 

Q) It is said that the non-invasive development models can change the face of India’s cities. 

Discuss features and benefits of such non-invasive development models. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- 

Non-invasive development models are used to develop urban spaces and infrastructure and they envision development 

which does not invade the environment of the area but rather includes it. 

 ECO-FRIENDLY: The development model is eco-friendly and doesn’t over exploit the available resources. 

 SUSTAINABLE: This type of development model by its very nature is sustainable and long lasting. 

 INCLUSIVE: It provides growth to all sections of the society, bridging the gap between the rich and poor. 

 ENERGY-EFFICIENT: Such plans are energy efficient and save a lot of energy from being wasted. 

Benefits of non-invasive developmental model:- 

 Conservation along with utility:-The resources are conserved ,reused ,recycled in a manner which not only can be 

used but also grow sustainably. 

 Natural methodology:-Methodology like organic farming and establishing green area can be encouraged. Organic 

farming shall reduce the harmful effects caused by pesticides, insecticides etc. Green areas can act as micro carbon 

sinks. 

 Health:- Organic food and a favourable atmosphere shall help increasing improved health indicators. 

 Innovation:-The innovation techniques can create a new course which when trained to new group of people shall 

contain the unemployment in the concerned area. 
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 Such models will result in saving a lot of energy, as by using hollow walls, temperatures can be reduced by 10 

degrees, leading to saving of energy. 

 They adhere to clean building, growth and development norms both national and international. 

 It also helps reduce pollution and reduces the strain on infrastructure of cities. 

Conclusion :- 

Non-invasive planning has been done on a pilot basis to extract water from the Yamuna flood plains in Delhi and has 

been found to be a feasible solution. On the long run it can not only be applied to existing cities expansion but new cities 

like Amravati can be planned using this model so that conservation and optimum utilization of resources for community 

benefit becomes the norm across India. 

 

Q) Is developing a new city necessarily a better option than expanding and improving 

existing cities in India? Analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

 

Introduction:- 

Urbanization in India began to accelerate after independence, due to the country’s adoption of a mixed economy, which 

gave rise to the development of the private sector. Urbanisation is taking place at a faster rate in India. Population 

residing in urban areas in India, according to 1901 census, was 11.4%. This count increased to 28.53% according to 2001 
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census, and crossing 30% as per 2011 census, standing at 31.16%. According to a survey by UN State of the World 

Population report in 2007, by 2030, 40.76% of country’s population is expected to reside in urban areas. As per World 

Bank, India, along with China, Indonesia, Nigeria, and the United States, will lead the world’s urban population surge 

by 2050 

Considering the scale of urbanisation it becomes necessary either to expand existing structure or to built new ones. In 

an article, Pronab Sen argued that the evidence “suggests that allowing existing urban agglomerations to grow may be a 

more efficient strategy than creating new urban areas”. On the other hand, in his popular book The Rise And Fall Of 

Nations: Ten Rules Of Change In The Post-Crisis World, Ruchir Sharma criticized India for its inability to create new 

cities with million-plus populations.  

Expanding existing:- 

Over the last three decades, China has converted 19 of its less than a quarter-million cities into boom towns of greater 

than a million. India has achieved this feat in just two cities and that too with some help from the redrawing of maps. 

Creating new:- 

Vietnam and Mexico among countries that have been able to create a second-city boom. The second-tier cities improved 

their infrastructure and tapped into their labour cost advantages to attract manufacturing firms which created a virtuous 

cycle of further concentration of firms and migration of population.  

Creating new cities comes with some advantages 

 Better planning, financing and resources management. 

 Greater protection of natural environment, non invasive structuring and pollution control can be designed. 

 Easier to incorporate newer technologies like ICT into new cities. 

 Its advantageous to back up green measures, pollution control norms, disaster mitigation strategies into new 

structures 

 Choices could be made to set up new cities in areas with high agglomeration potential and close to industrial and 

transport corridors. 

 And, these new cities if built will remove pressures of population, migration and management from existing mega 

cities and can facilitate their upgradation. 

Conclusion:- 

However, with increasing population pressures new cities have a bright future. The way ahead would be for the 

government to not only develop them in a holistic manner for economic growth and prosperity but to also ensure that 

the pressure is taken off India’s bigger metropolises so that they too can revamp and revitalise themselves for the 21st 

century. 
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